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In the Beginning
The Ardmore Golf Club got its start at another time, and in another place. In its infancy
Ardmore was known as the ‘North Saanich Golf Club’. It was located adjacent to the
Tseycum First Nation’s community in Patricia Bay immediately to the north. It consisted
of four or five holes. When the club moved to the new location at Ardmore, 15 to 20
pages of history was removed from the front of the original ledger to start with a fresh
slate. According to a footnote in the margin of the ledger (put there by Mr. White) they
were removed from the course and sent to somewhere in the RCAF for safe keeping.
Unfortunately they have been lost so the exact facts are not clear. A date noted in the
margin of one of the first pages was 1907, therefore, it is estimated that the old course got
its start somewhere in the early 1900s.
Taken from the “Daily Colonist” dated May 23, 1926, there was a column written about
the ‘North Saanich Golf Club’. The course was located off of West Saanich Road
opposite Downey Road, on the old Mallowmot farm. It was a little over 2000 yds with
natural undulating features plus large oak & birch trees providing natural hazards. It was
a flourishing club with a rapidly growing, dedicated membership. On December 7th 1927,
the first constitution and bylaws were written. Signatories were Constancy L. Layered of
Deep Cove; John Law & J.J. White of Sidney; Charles Birch & Guy Pinwake of Patricia
Bay; and Wilfred Sisson, the secretary & manager.
For a joining fee of $5 and an annual yearly subscription of $20 members could bring
guest for an entire day for $0.50. As a result membership grew quickly. It was clear that
the original site picked, and the course layout could not handle the demand. Because the
Mallowmot farm allowed for no expansion, and a pending increase in rent was
forthcoming, the club was forced to relocate. In November 1930 negotiations commenced
to lease the property known as the Ardmore Estates. Mr. W. T. Sisson was the resident
caretaker of the old Ardmore Farm situated at the corner of Ardmore Drive and West
Saanich Rd.
The old Ardmore Farm belonged to Alan Steamships Ltd of Scotland. The same company
had owned large parcels of land in Ardmore stretching from Coles Bay to Patricia Bay.
At the time of the move the land was still being used for growing hay, corn and potatoes.
Having now moved to this new location the club was renamed from the ‘North Saanich
Golf Club’ to the ‘Ardmore Golf Club’.
Mr. W. T. Sisson, Mr. Pat Hope, and Mr. Birch cooperated in designing the course
layout and planning the community effort to build what would become The Ardmore
Golf Course and Club. Mr. W. T. Sisson suggested that narrow fairways be crafted
between the crop fields. All the work was to be accomplished by volunteer work parties.
Sand was purchased from a local supplier and placed in nine locations for the greens. The
Course at Ardmore opened in 1931. The original hole cups were made from one pound
jam tins. The ladies made flags from the cloth of ‘Roses Flour’ bags and sewed the
numbers 1 to 9 onto them. The sand greens would be replaced by grass greens in 1934.
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The diameter of the greens was no more than five meters. The sand from the old greens
was deposited to the left side of the first fairway and placed around a mound made from
rocks picked from the fairways and greens. The kidney shaped sand bunker on the left
side of number one fairway is the oldest and first sand trap on Ardmore.
Mr. Sisson was the manager of the property for the landowners and was also the first
secretary of the golf club at the new site. It was his responsibility to oversee the property
for Alan Steam Ships Company of Scotland and to manage the funds of the golf club.
Messrs. Hope and Birch were the first executive members on record. It was through their
hard work and dedication that the Ardmore Golf Club presently exists.
In the beginning the ‘Ardmore Golf Club’ rented the Ardmore Estate property from the
landowners. The club owned and managed all the golfing operations. The manager, Mr.
Sissons, wore two hats. He managed the property for the owners and worked for the golf
club. He managed and worked the hay and vegetable production. He maintained and
made changes to the course, paid the rent to the property owners, and managed the club’s
monies. He was paid a yearly salary, and sat on the golf clubs board of directors as the
secretary treasurer. Mr.Sisson held the position for 15 years until the property was sold to
new owners.
The Nineteen Thirties
This new beginning was a time of hope and a time of difficulty. Due to the ‘Great
Depression’ there were many trying times at the Ardmore Golf Course during the 1930’s.
Membership dropped and fewer people were playing golf. The new club had rent to pay
and fewer funds were coming in. It was a constant battle to continue on. Nearly every
year rent payments were negotiated with the property owners to lower the rent. However,
even with lower rent the club continued to go further into debt. (Note: The outstanding
debt was finally paid off in 1937. At that time all members were assessed a $2.00 levy to
pay off the debt.)
Even during these trying times, the members were not thwarted, they continued to
improve and modify the course. While hay was still harvested and sold to local farmers
the hay fields became more narrow as the fairways were widened. Changes were made
and the course was maintained thanks to the volunteer work done by the members. Among
the many alterations was the installation of new traps, 300 feet of water pipes were
installed to No.1 green, pegs were placed along the road on the west side of No.4 fairway
to indicate ‘Out of Bounds’, and several alterations were made to hole Nos. 5,6, &7. We
owe a great deal of thanks to these early members for their hard work, dedication, and
conviction to make the golf course a viable resource for future generations.
In 1934 a new push lawn mower was purchased so that the newly constituted grass
greens could be cut. Mr. Pownall donated a Ford model T car to be converted into a
tractor. Later the following year a new shelter was constructed to house the tractor. A
second mower was purchased in 1936 for $25.00.
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Original ‘Membership Fees’ were set at $10.00 per year, and there was no entrance fee.
A family membership was $18.00 per year. At that time there were not many green fee
players, however, these fees were 50 cents per day or 25 cents for nine holes.
Note: To become a member: A prospective member had to be accepted by the
membership before they could join the club. The prospective member had to be
sponsored by a member in good standing. They had to post his/her intent to join, on the
bulletin board (in the prescribed area) for a minimum one-month period. Then a meeting
would be called and the membership would vote on the acceptance/rejectance of the
hopeful prospective applicant.
The Golf Club was set up consisting of the Parent Division, the Ladies Division, and the
Mens Division. The Parent Division is the head of the organization and holds the
Constitution. The Ladies Division was run under the hat of the Parent Division. However,
they ran their own competions and managed their own monies. The Mens Division was
run and managed under the Parent Division, including all finances and competitions.
The Ladies Division of the Ardmore Golf Club became members of the C.L.G.U. in
1932. They were one of the first nine-hole golf courses in British Columbia to become
members of that organization. They continue to be members to this day.
The Parent / Mens Division became members in the Royal Canadian Golf Association for
the first time in 1937. This membership was dropped in 1939 and was not picked up
again until several years later.
The Nineteen Forties
The war years were most difficult. Many of the members had enlisted and had been sent
overseas to fight in the war. The golf club continued to operate even through the difficult
times, however, some concessions had to be made. Everything was done to continue to
improve the course. Three additional mowers were purchased. One was a new hay cutting
sickle bar to be pulled by the modified model T ford tractor. Both the original hay cutter
and hay rake have been on display behind the present second green on the walk from #5
green to the #6 tee. Hay was still grown and harvested for dairy jersey cows. New cups
were purchased for the competitions, and a new sign was erected near the airport. One
improvement of note was the lengthening of the eighth hole (present day fourth hole) in
1941. The area was plowed and seeded by members at a cost of $25.00.
This was also a very busy and interesting time at the club. Although many changes to the
normal daily operations were necessitated, some new endeavors were taken on with great
vigor and anticipation. The following paragraphs indicate just some of them.
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In 1940 the club passed a resolution to have a junior program. The age limit was set at 18
years or younger. Juniors, other than those from family members, were subject to a $5.00
annual fee.
From 1940 to 1943 competitions were altered due to the fact that membership was at an
all time low and monies were not available. The Parent Division reduced the number of
competitions to be played. Initially, the ladies club cancelled the Thursday club functions,
then finally in 1943, it was decided to stop all championship competitions for the
duration of the war except for the J.J.White, which continued.
In 1941, members of the CLGU across Canada were raising funds to help in the purchase
of a spitfire aircraft, to help the war cause. Special ‘Spitfire Days’ were held during
which donations were collected. The Ardmore ladies dug deep and made a substantial
donation towards the endeavor. They are mentioned in the history of golf in British
Columbia, ‘Backspin’ by Arv Olson, as having raised three times their allotment per
capita. This was the best in the province of B.C.
Both the men and the women contributed to the Red Cross and sent knitted clothing and
bedding articles to Britain, and socks and cigarettes to the fighting forces.
The golf course premises were offered to the Ardmore Rescue Personnel for their use in
the case of an emergency.
In October 1939 an event occurred which would eventually change North Saanich,
Sidney and Ardmore Golf Club. Wing Commander George Walter du Temple, on
instructions from the R.C.A.F., landed a biplane Avro 626 in a field owned by the Jones
family near the site of the present terminal building of the Victoria International Airport.
He had orders to oversee the construction of a military airfield. Eighteen airmen came by
steamship to Victoria and then to Sidney. Landing strips were to be prepared with farm
tractors. Mr. G.W. du Temple made arrangements with local businessmen and farmers for
the necessary supplies – milk, butter, eggs, beef, and earth moving equipment. The Jones
family barn was converted into the first hangar. When the first airstrip was ready for use
a flag raising ceremony was held and the first wind-sock was raised. The wind-sock had
been sewn by Mrs. Alice du Temple, wife of the Commanding Officer.
As well as overseeing the construction of the airport as Commanding Officer, G.W. du
Temple and some of his airmen learned to play golf at Ardmore Golf Club. , The golf
course facilities were made available to members of the R.A.F, the R.C.A.F., the R.A.,
and the R.N.Z.A.F. stationed at Patricia. Bay. The fees set at 50 cents per month from
Nov 1st to April 30th, and 75 cents per month from May 1st to October 30th, with clubs
supplied. The same Mr. du Temple who negotiated these arrangements would buy the
golf course in 1946 after decommissioning from the R.C.A.F.
As noted earlier, the war took its toll in the membership with so many members going
overseas and others growing too old to play. The club could not carry on with its
financial requirements including the yearly rental of the land. The owners decided that
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they wanted to sell the property. The club was approached on May 16th, 1946 and given
the opportunity of purchasing the land. After much discussion it was resolved that the
club could not obtain sufficient funds among the members for the purchase. As such, the
owner made a decision was made to sell the Course to a private buyer.
The year 1946 was both the end of an era and a new beginning. It was a time of loss and a
time of gain. This was the year that must have been very difficult for some to accept.
There had been many years of hard work performed by many members, both in building
and improving the golf course, and in the erection of club facilities and purchasing and
maintaining equipment. There had been many hours put into the maintenance of the
fairways and greens. There had been a constant fight to keep the course running, and to
make the rental payments to the owner with constant negotiations with the owner to keep
the club going. All those years of hard work and constant effort, and now to learn that all
might be lost. Now, like it or not, the running of the golf course would not be the
business of the club members. This change would be hard to take.
On October 31st, 1946, the Ardmore property was sold. It was purchased by Mr. George
Walter du Temple. He had learned of the intended sale of the property earlier in the year
and decided to purchase it, as a family venture, with the intent of keeping it as a golf
course. However, the rural telephone party lines which were shared between five to seven
homes buzzed with rumors. Many imagined big development ideas. Anyone who had
built an airport would probably build a resort. Mrs. Alice du Temple reported that she
was questioned daily for far too long since the suspicions did not subside. However, the
du Temple family had really decided to continue both the farm and golf course aspect of
the property.
George W. du Temple, who had been a General Motors sales manager in Vancouver
before enlisting in the R.C.A.F., was made manager of Davis Motors (presently Empress
Motors) in Victoria. His intention was to use part of his salary to make payments on the
property mortgage and to improve the golf course. However, this meant that work on the
farm and golf course would be done by his wife, children and relatives.
The du Temple family consisted of Mr. and Mrs. du Temple and their three sons. The
eldest son was Ronald George du Temple who was 18 years old. The middle son, Barry
George du Temple was 9, and Wally George du Temple was the youngest at 6 years. The
house they had acquired, the old Sisson home, had 800 square feet with one bedroom,
living room, kitchen, washroom and a clubroom. That old clubroom later became club
storage room C in the cottage, which in 2009 still stands on the walk to the sixth tee,
parallel to Ardmore Drive.
Barry and Wally were soon trained to milk the jersey cows morning and evening.
Another chore was to prepare golf balls for resale. During the war and immediately after
new golf balls were in short supply, so Wally and Barry were given the job of continuing
Mr. Sisson's golf ball reconditioning workshop. Golf balls found in the hay fields would
be cleaned, dried and repainted. Paint was applied by poking a pin into the cover of the
golf ball, and then by dipping the ball into a special paint and then spinning the ball on a
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thread. The balls were then hung from a cord for the coating to harden. Anecdotal
evidence indicates that Wally was less than helpful in either milking the jersey cows or
repainting the golf balls. His attempt to wash the cows udder by reaching between her
hind legs caused much laughter when ‘Puffins’ the cow farted like a cannon.
His attempt at painting golf balls and spinning them dry resulted in wasted shirts and
white spotted walls he having not used a shield.
While these jobs had a potential to be helpful clearly others were needed. The greatest
weight fell on the young shoulders of Ron du Temple who already had shown a huge
talent as a carpenter and mechanic. Ron would build all of the additions to the
home/clubhouse working together with his Dad evenings and weekends. But there was
more work than Ron, George and Alice could handle.
In this regard, the du Temples asked the sister of Alice du Temple (Lily Walker, with her
husband Roy) to move from Vancouver and to build a home on part of the property and
to become the first employees. Several acres were subdivided from the holdings which in
those days extended from West Saanich Road to Heartfell Road and Ardmore Drive. One
of their sons, Philip Walker, would also work on the property.
Roy Walker was a mechanic by trade and had also run a farm in Manitoba. These were
considered to be good qualifications to work on a farm which had a golf course playing
through it. For many years hay was produced for two jersey cows on the property. The du
Temples sold eggs, butter and milk in excess of what was consumed by the family. All of
these items were in the Pro Shop along with golf balls, tees and clubs.
Mrs. Alice du Temple was proud of her butter production because of an innovation she
had made to her oscillating washing machine. This was the type that had rollers at the top
for squeezing water out of the washed laundry. She had asked Ron to make an insert that
would slip down over the fins of the gyrator. This was a circular piece of plywood with a
hole in the centre, and three slots for the fins. Buckles and straps were added at each slot
to hold quart sealer jars. The thickest of the jersey cream was skimmed from the milk
production and put into the jars. Strapped into place the washing machine was started and
in fifteen minutes butter was ready to be removed, formed into shape and sold in the pro
shop. She liked to show her invention to golfers who doubted that she had made the
butter in her washing machine.
Once the course was privately owned there were new changes to how things had been
run. The club would no longer manage or maintain the course. However, members of the
club gave advice to help the new owners. Sometimes members would want to do things
their own way, and came into conflict with the new ownership. One example concerned
the purchase of the first gasoline greens mower. It was much heavier than the push lawn
mower. It had steel rollers and many more cutting blades. The members considered this
to be too heavy and would compact the greens. Mr. du Temple was annoyed by the
opposition but strategically agreed to continue with the present push mower were
members to donate their time to do the push mowing. Silence descended on the meeting
and Mr. du Temple bought the new mower.
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The club no longer functioned as a business, and as such, the membership now became
recognized solely as a club under B.C.Law, and remains that way today. The club, from
that day forward, became known as the Ardmore Golf Club, playing from the Ardmore
Golf Course. The club sold all equipment and assets, excluding trophies, to Mr. du
Temple for a sum of $538.61.
As a new organization the club was required to make some changes. The existing club
funds were tallied and distributed. A total of $200.00 was retained by the club as a
starting capital fund. It was to be use for maintenance and use of the club. The balance
was paid to Mr.Sisson in recognition of his many years of service to the club. The
president, vice-president, and secretary were granted authority to sign cheques for the
Ardmore Golf Club. The ladies captain and the secretary of the ladies section would act
together with the executive officers of the parent club to manage the business of the club.
Expenses incurred by the ladies section, such as membership into the C.L.G.U., and costs
incurred in running competitions, would be born by the parent club, excluding prizes. The
du Temple family members were given memberships in the golf club. Mr. du Temple
would pay a grant to the club in the sum of 5% of the entrance fees and yearly dues paid
to him by the members of the club. Mr. DuTemple sat on the board of directors as the
secretary treasurer, for the first few years.
From here forward this history will report on the club and the course separately. Ardmore
Golf Club and Ardmore Golf Course Ltd., were now two separate organizations. While
their histories are intertwined each has a story of interest in the history of North Saanich.
Late Nineteen Forties
The Course
Mr. du Temple was very busy in the first few years of ownership and he continued to
make improvements to the course. The greens were enlarged, top dressed and weed killer
was applied. Many other improvements were made including the installation of a tiled
ditch at the left corner of the sixth fairway (now No. two) which widened the fairway.
Winter and general rules were posted at the first tee.
New wooden box tees were constructed and leveled. New rubber mats made from old car
tires were installed to replace the old sisal mats. There were no grass tees.
The greens were hand watered by gravity feed. The old ford Model-T tractor had three
(45 gallon) steel barrels which were attached behind the front seat. One of these barrels
sat upright in the middle with the others lying sideways to either side. The only water
source on the property was the dug well on hole number eight where the gazebo is
located. A one-cylinder Massey Ferguson motor with pump was situated there. It was the
type that had a huge flywheel which one cranked with one’s whole body before the motor
would start.
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Family members would start the motor, and fill the three 45- gallon drums. Next one
would start the Model-T often times also by cranking since the electric start was faulty.
One would deliver the water to a green, and then, by holding a hose slosh the water
directly onto the turf. This would result in puddling which golfers call casual water.
Golfers could seek relief from pools on the greens when watering was being done.
In the early years the pins on the greens were quite different than what we have today.
The typical hole consisted of a large fruit can inserted into the ground, the pin was a steel
rod (Ready rod) approximately five to six feet long protruding from the hole, and the flag
was a white flour sack fashioned and sewn together to allow it to be hung from the steel
rod, with numbers sewn onto it. Mr. du Temple changed the holes and the flag to the
recognized PGA regulated hole size and substituted the flour sacks with proper flags.
Reducing the size of the hole cups did not help Mr. du Temple to win any popularity
contest.
From the time when the course first opened there were no course starters at the club. The
method of determining player selection off the first tee was done by using a ball selector
rack located at the first hole. It consisted of two chutes in which to put your ball. One side
was marked as ‘No.1’ and the other as ‘No.10’. When you wanted to tee off you put your
ball into the rack in the appropriate shoot, where it gradually fell to the bottom. When
your ball came out at the bottom it was your turn to tee off. The ball rack was set up so
that balls would drop alternately from each shoot to ensure players continuing from No.9,
to play the back nine, would alternate with those just starting to play. This ball selector
rack, although not fool proof, and relied somewhat on the discretion and honesty of the
players, remained in use until the early 80’s. It was at that time the course initiated the
use of a starter who took the names of players as they arrived and announced, over a
microphone, when the players were ‘On the Tee’, ‘On Deck’, or ‘In the Hole’.

The Club
In the 1950s the Club prospered. The Club was in a more stable position than it ever had
been in before. The membership was growing and they had a bank balance of $319.64
In 1947 the ladies saw the revival of several competitions. They included the Ladder
Matches, Spring Cup (A, B, & C levels) and the Spoon Competition, Spring and Fall
Eclectics, the Championship Cup, J.J. White Cup, Metal Auto Sales Cup, and the Field
Day. All once again were to be competed for. A new event, the ‘Sweepstake
Competition’ was introduced. The Parent Club gave replica trophies to members winning
any cup for three consecutive years.
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The Nineteen Fifties
The Course
Over the years from 1939, No.2 green (now No.9) was used, off and on, as a practice
green, this procedure stopped once the course was sold. In 1950 it was again redesignated as a practice green. In 1956 additional designated practice areas were
provided for the members to use, on the golf course. The designated areas and rules of
practice were as follows, 1 - Practice driving on No.8 (Now No.4) fairway. 2 - Practice
putting and pitching on No.2 and 6 (Now No.9 and 2) fairways and greens. Pitching must
be kept within six feet from edge of rough. All balls must be removed upon completion
of practice, and no practice permitted on Saturdays, Sundays, and holidays.
In 1953 the owner set up a new fee schedule. Local members were to pay a yearly fee of
$25.00 and a $10.00 entry fee. Out of district members were to pay $20.00 and a $10.00
entry fee.
The yearly grant of 5% paid to the Club by Mr. du Temple since he purchased the land
came to a stop. In 1954 he changed the grant to a one-time payment of $75/ year, 50% to
the Parent/Men’s division and 50% to the Ladies Division. In 1956 he discontinued the
grant stating that the Club showed ample funds with which to carry on. Over the nine
year period he had donated a total $728.00 in grants.
Mr. du Temple also announced that starting in 1957 Club Tournaments would no longer
be permitted to be played on Sundays or holidays.
In 1956 Mr. du Temple announced the possible sale of the Golf Course early in the year.
The firm of Arthur E. Haynes was to handle the sale. Obviously, the sale never did
transpire.

The Club
In the decade of the 1950’s a great number of changes happened to the club. The club
membership averaged 111 members. The club was strong financially. Rules were passed
on how to maintain the funds, and in 1950 a motion was passed to ensure that the bank
balance of funds never be reduced to less than $200.00. Mr. du Temple discontinued his
grant to the club. This created some concern to the membership. Therefore a motion was
passed the following year wherein each member will be assessed a $1.00 annual fee to
cover club expenses. This fee was to be collected by Mr. du Temple at the time of
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membership dues, and was to be turned over by him, to the secretary treasurer at
quarterly intervals, as received.
This was the decade of changes regarding competitions. Some of the existing
competitions were altered in the way they were played and a number of new cups and
competitions were added to the fixture lists. In 1950 the ladies changed the Eclectic Cup
to the ‘Par Cup’ to be played throughout the season. Winners of each bi-monthly Par
competition would qualify to play for the cup at the end of the season. A new ‘Auto Sales
Cup’ is donated by Mrs. Gamble. A new Ring (Eclectic) Competition commences; it is to
be played every two months from May to October.
This is the year, 1950, the birth of the ‘Twilight Foursomes’. It was initiated by Mrs.
Gwynne. The intent was to create an evening of fun and competition between the men
and ladies of the Club. It was initially started and managed by the ladies division of the
club. The competition played twice a month in July and August. It began as an 11-hole
competition. Start time was at 6:30PM. Partners were drawn, with teams consisting of
one man and one woman, to play in two-ball foursomes. In 1951 a cup match was added,
to be played for on August 27th. In 1953 it was changed to every Thursday at 6:30PM,
from June 18th to July 31st. In 1955 the twilight foursomes were extended to begin in
May. In 1957 the competition was turned over by the ladies division, to the parent club,
to be managed. A fee of 25 cents per person, was charged, to be used as prizes for the
night. Distributed to the ‘first’ and ‘second’ place winners, and if warranted by number of
players, the ‘third’ place winners.
In 1951 two new cups were added to the ladies fixture list. ‘The Button Challenge Cup’
donated by Mrs.Taylor, and the ‘Margaret Rose Cup’ donated by Mr. Rose in memory of
his wife.
In 1955 the ‘Perpetual Button Trophy’ was added to the parent/mens division, donated by
Mr. Frank Green & Mr. G. L. Hay.
In 1958 the ‘Barr Cup’ was added to the parent/mens division, donated by Captain Barr.
In 1959 three new cups were added to the parent/mens division fixture list. They were the
‘Bronze Button & Trophy’ donated by Mr. and Mrs. G. du Temple, the ‘Ball & Chain
Cup’ (Barr Cup) donated by Captain and Mrs. Barr, and the ‘Donald Trophy’ donated by
Mr. A. H. Donald.
As mentioned earlier, there were many changes made to the method of play to some of
the existing competitions from both the parent/mens division and ladies division. One
change of note to the men’s division ‘Spring Cup’. This cup had always been played as a
one-day, 36-hole competition. In 1958, it was changed to two18-hole rounds of golf, to
be played on two consecutive weeks.
Some other changes to the way the club did business included that out-of-district
members were, for the first time, given full voting privileges. The rules on the acceptance
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of new members into the club stated that their names were to be posted on the notice
board, on a Club Application Form, for a two-week period. After which, if there were no
objections made by existing members, the applicant automatically became a member.
Note: This policy was discontinued for membership in the 90’s.
In 1956 for the first time, the General Meeting and Annual banquet was held away from
the club facilities at a new location, that being in the private dining room of the Sidney
Hotel.
In 1958 the Constitution and Bylaws were rewritten to replace the original written in
1927. Many of the old bylaws were outdated and did not reflect the requirements at that
time.
The Nineteen Sixties
The Course
The 60’s hold some emotional times for the du Temple family. In 1962 Mr. and Mrs. du
Temple planned a vacation to Tahiti. Mr. George Walter du Temple had been born in
Tahiti and educated in New Zealand, and had not been home since coming to Canada in
1919. He had intended on finally introducing his wife Alice to his relatives in Papeete
and Auckland but died of a massive coronary heart attack one week before the anticipated
departure. At this time both Barry and Wally du Temple were out of province following
their teaching careers, having both graduated from U.B.C.
Ron and Betty du Temple who were prepared to manage the golf course during the
planned trip were now faced with managing the golf course for the widowed Alice du
Temple not just for a few months but as an occupation. Alice du Temple went into a
depression that lasted many years. This was a difficult time for the family of Ron and
Betty du Temple. The house was very small for a family of eight - Ron, Betty, Cindy,
Penny, Brad, Rhonda, George and Theresa (Terry).
Under these circumstances, Ron and Betty simply took charge and did an excellent job.
They continued to improve the golfing experience for players at Ardmore.
Betty du Temple reorganized the Pro Shop and expanded the variety of golfing products
which were offered for sale. Betty also expanded and improved ‘tea and sandwich
service’ which Alice du Temple had started. Betty’s home baking, with fresh home made
bread and sweet cinnamon buns, and fresh roasted coffee all from her kitchen became
very popular. Tables were set up on the lawn in front of the cottage. The old flag pole
station near club storage room C was where Betty would serve her goodies. Close by
there was a swing chair for four and when not occupied by golfers, Betty would relax
therein.
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Betty was a take charge person and became an excellent business woman. She also took
an active role in the ladies competitions and became an excellent player. She was well
liked by the membership.
Ron du Temple built a new work shop for the golf course machinery, expanded the pro
shop, added some sand traps, and built the first reservoir for an expanded irrigation
system. At this time all sprinklers had to be installed by hand at night. Valves with
couplers were installed to sprinkle the aprons and approaches to greens. The old hoses
which were nightly pulled onto the greens in sequence remained. This required some one
to work between 11pm and 3am during the driest parts of the summer. No irrigation of
tees was necessary since all the tees were still on rubber mats.
Ron ended all hay operations. He bought a three blade rotary mower-tractor for the
rough. Former hay fields were now maintained as a second cut of the golf course playing
area. A new gang mower and tractor were purchased for the fairways and a Toro greens
mower for the greens. The golf course was no longer partly farm.
The influence of Betty and Ron is still everywhere to be seen by those who know where
to look. One thing that all can see is the giant California Red Wood (Sequoia) which
stands near the third green. Betty and Ron purchased the seed for this tree in California.
The tree was grown in the kitchen that Ron built and then transplanted to where you can
see it thriving today. Ronald George du Temple passed away, a victim of cancer, in 1973,
the tenth of December on his Mom’s birthday.
The Club
The 60’s continued to be good, busy times for the club. The membership had grown from
approximately 120 members to 185 members in 1969. Attendance at the Annual meetings
and dinner continued to grow, increasing from 40 members to 90 members toward the
end of the decade. The men joined the RCGA for the first time and also joined the
Regional Golf Association. The RGA, now known as the “Victoria & District Golf
Association”, organized and managed interclub competitions. During these years some of
the existing Ardmore Club Competitions were revised in the manor of play, and/or new
schedules are devised. There are several new competitions and trophies for the parent,
men’s and ladies divisions of the club.
1960 was the year that a junior committee was formed to help assist the junior members.
A new cup, the “Handicap Championship Cup”, was donated to the men’s division by
Mr. Arthur Steward. The first winner is Mr. Sutherland. The ladies extend the Eclectic
Matches from three to four to be played from April 1st to October 14th.
The president and vice-president both resigned from their positions. With no one stepping
forward as replacements, Mr. du Temple agreed to act as president for the remainder of
the year.
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In 1961 the field day competitions, which were always played in the daytime, was
changed to evening play, to be played for in early July. Mr. W. du Temple makes a
complete list of cups and trophies for information purposes.
A vote was taken and passed that for the very first time permits juniors to play in the
‘Twilight Foursomes’. To qualify they must provide a score card signed by an adult
member showing a score of 65 or less for 9 holes. (Note: This motion was again brought
up in 1967 and was again passed with the same provisions as above.) In addition, added
by the ladies, the junior must be at least 16 years of age.
In 1962, the membership grew by 35 members to 178. The men joined the RCGA and the
RGA. Mr. DuTemple was tasked to take an extra $1.00 from each male member to pay
for the RCGA entry fee, and $1.00 from each lady to pay the CLGA fees. Joining the
association brings with it some new rules and regulations. A new handicap system must
be conformed with, wherein, a player must have a minimum of 25 games to make up
their initial handicap, and all scores must be recorded. In competitions, any playing
member without an established handicap will be regarded as a scratch golfer. It also
inspired added interest in the junior golf program. The Ardmore club hosted a one-day
seminar and lessons, given by professional golfer Mr. Richard Munn.
The rules for the ladies “Button Challenges” change. To arrive at a handicap to be used
for this competition, both the challengers and button holders add their two handicaps
together. They then divide the total by two and take ¾ of the average dropping any half
strokes.
In 1963 the ladies button matches were extended to run a full year, from October 1st to
September 30th of the following year. Silver Rose Bowl was purchased for nine-hole Parr
competitions. New to the schedule, a nine-hole round robin competition was started. The
competition was to be played for over the winter months, from November to May.
In 1964 the du Temple family donates new cups to the mens and ladies sections in
memory of Mr. G. du Temple who had passed away in 1962. The competition for the cup
is the same for both mens and ladies. It is to be an 18 hole, medal play, 2-ball
competition. Partners are to play to the low handicap of the partner.
The Steward Cup format is changed to a more suitable arrangement of play.
Ladies regular matches are to be played on Tuesdays.
In 1965 the ladies withdraw their funds from the parent clubs reserve fund to manage it
themselves. They start a new “Get Acquainted Match & Tea” competition, which is to be
played match play on full handicap.
On the men’s side, Mr. Harold Jacobson shoots a new course record of 62 for 18 holes. A
record that still stands today.
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In 1966 the ladies revised the Eclectic competitions again. This time the matches were to
be played in 3 levels. Group 1 at 20 Handicap or less, group 2 at 21-29, and group 3 at 30
and over. The parent division purchases a fifty cup urn for use in mixed competitions.
Mrs. Steward retired as secretary treasurer after 10 dedicated years.
In 1967 the men revised the “Barr Cup” playoff rules of play to the sudden death format.
The ladies have indicated that on Tuesday afternoons, over the winter months, when it is
to wet too play golf, Bridge will be played.
In 1968 the first men’s LINHGA (Lower Island Nine Hole Golf Association) Inter-Club
Competition was played. Mr. Elis Peters, a Metchosin Golf Club member, initiated the
competition. It was an interclub competition played between Ardmore, Broome Hill
(John Phillips Memorial), Gregarah (Prospect Lake), and Metchosin. In later years Salt
Spring Island and Royal Oak golf clubs join in on the competition. The entry fee was
$10.00 for each club.
The “Barr Trophy” was donated by Captain Barr in memory of his wife to the parent
division. The cup is to be played for in a two-ball, 18-hole, mixed format tournament for
the “Ball & Chain”. (Note: Captain Barr died early in 1969 shortly after the passing of his
wife).
The ladies competitions which had always been held in the afternoon were changed in
1969. The games were now to be played in the morning hours. Tournament fees were
increased to $3.00.
In 1969, men’s button match scoring was revised. The method of scoring was to count
the best and second balls on each hole, with an allowance for handicap. Playoffs were
decided by sudden death.
Ladies increase the size of their committees. They were as follows: Member in charge of
9-hole competitions (Mrs. Gwynne is the first to hold this position), a Convener for teas
& lunches, and a Handicap chairperson was appointed. Mrs. DuTemple is to act as exofficio on all the committees.
Spoons were always been given as prizes for the cup winners. This year spoons were
given to first time winners only.

The Nineteen Seventies
Wally du Temple takes over the management the golf course. Newly married to Olga
Valentova in 1972 he would soon have two children, Evan du Temple in 1973, and Hana
du Temple in 1974. They moved into the Ardmore Cottage in 1972.
In the seventies the course stops paying the annual dues for the CGLU and RCGA fees.
In the early 70’s there is dissention between the course and the club. The ownership and
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the club do not see operations the same way, as has been the norm for the early years.
The management had decided to encourage more green fee play and to schedule office
tournaments on weekends.
There are many changes and alterations made to the course during these years. Wally du
Temple planned and made these changes happen. The existing lower water pond was
increased by nearly four times the original area and deepened to forty feet for a massive
increase in volume. This was built in the area between the present ninth-hole fairway and
the dogs-leg seventh-hole fairway. This area had been used for potato growing and hay
production. Sprinkler systems were installed to allow for year-round computer controlled
watering of the fairways and greens and grass tees which were now installed to replace
the rubber mats. This project was vast in scope and required the borrowing of a large sum
from the TD bank. From construction of the huge reservoir to the newest of irrigation
technologies, professional contractors did the planning and installation at the request of
management.
A fence was installed around the base of the huge reservoir and donkeys were purchased
to graze the slopes. Wally took up horse back riding and started up a 4H club on the
property. Of course he wanted his children to be part of this activity. Fenced compounds
were placed in parts of the second cut rough which before Ron’s time had been hay
fields. On the one hand the property was moving ahead to becoming all golf course with
top quality manicured fairways, greens and grass tees and automated irrigation. On the
other hand, although the fairways had been made wider and the turf was improving, one
could not ignore the seven donkeys, horse and mule which roamed the off fairway roughs
now more as hobby farm than real farm. The golf course again had become part farm.
At this time a donkey cart was built with a love seat and bag holders for two. The golfers
sat facing the tee while driver and donkey looked forward. This golf cart was rented out
to tournaments with driver. The cart was the first and the last of its kind on the island. It
now contains flowers near the entrance to the golf course lounge.
To accommodate these animals in the winter Wally du Temple applied for a building
permit to build a barn and riding ring between the third and fourth fairways. One of the
members opposed this application and asked the then Mayor of North Saanich to refuse
it. The lady member was told that since the property was the old Ardmore Farm and the
land agricultural, a permit for a barn or riding ring could not be refused. This episode
showed that the presence of the animals on the property was not appreciated by many. In
later years a golfer complained of being pushed and overturned by Thumper the mule
while looking for a golf ball. The lady in question was bending over to look in the
clumpy pasture grass when Thumper the mule put his muzzle between her legs from
behind and lifted her abruptly for a head over heels spin. A law suit was threatened. Then
a lady fell while climbing over one of the stiles which permitted entrance up and over the
pasture fence. Her law court case was successful and damages were paid. After that
happened the pasture compounds were removed. The animals would now remain in the
reservoir area which was behind a fence and out of bounds. The pastures became second
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cut rough once again except for the area between No.1 and No.2 fairways which became
a protected Garry Oak meadow.
The golf donkey cart rental came to an end. It had never been more than an amusing
sideline. Mr. Michael Kimber is remembered as the driver who had a run-a-way and spill
at the sand trap at the corner of the second fairway.
During this time period a large amount of property was sold by the owner. There was
approximately 30 acres of land located at the northern west of the golf course. The
present course is on 50 acres. The original intent was to someday develop this land and
increase the golf course from a 9-hole to an 18-hole course. However, such an expansion
would have produced a very short 18 hole course with many par threes. A proposal to
build an 11 hole course with longer fairways was rejected and management decided to
sell the non-golf course holdings.
The layout of the course was rearranged extensively. The course was shortened, No.1, 7,
and 8 tees (now No.1, 3,and 4) were moved forward. Trees were planted, poplars were
planted along the right side of No.6 (nowNo.2) fairway, various fir trees were planted
along the right side of No.8 (now No.4), in the field near the 150 yard markers. A pond
was constructed between No.7 and 8 (now No.3 and 4) fairways near the same location.
The alterations to the course were extensive enough that it had to be re-rated. In 1976 the
‘Out of Bounds’ at the corner of the dogleg, on right hand side of No.4 fairway (now
No.7) is removed.
The Club
The Club continues to grow. The ladies record a large increase in the ladies membership
in 1971. In 1972 the Constitution and Bylaws were rewritten to bring them up to date,
incorporating changes to the operations since the last revision. The Club must now pay
the fees to the CGLU and RCGA as management decided not to continue forwarding the
payments for the Club. The Club requested and received approval from management to
hold three Sunday, two-ball mixed play tournaments. Tee times were approved for
1:30PM. Tournament competitors coming off the ninth-hole must alternate with other
players starting on the first-hole. The ‘Twilight Foursomes’ were running well, with an
average 40 men and women in attendance every week. The ladies have solely managed
the event and competitions since they began. Starting this year the men will share in the
responsibilities by alternating with the women every week.
The ladies requested, but are denied, a half-hour tee closure to provide them the
opportunity to all go off the first tee in a group.
In 1973 there was an Extraordinary Meeting held on March 7th. The existing executive
including the President, Vice- president, Secretary Treasurer, Ladies captain, and Vicecaptain all resign. A new executive is voted in. The outgoing executive had overextended
the Clubs funds and they were in financial difficulty. Monies had been spent heavily on
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tournament prizes and other club functions depleting the funds to excess. The new
executive was approved by the membership to remove the monies from the Investment
Fund purchased years before and place it into the clubs general fund to keep the club
running. This executive remained in office for the next three years, the only change being
that of the secretary treasurer in 1974. These hard working members got the Club out of
the financial woes and back on it’s feet. A great deal of thanks and gratitude for their hard
work, dedication, and understanding of financial matters should be afforded them.
In 1975 a new executive was elected. For the first time a woman president is elected. This
lady is Mrs. Billie Clement.
The ladies division started a new ‘Button Match’, with Silver and Bronze challenges.
Silver matches were played by those with handicaps of 28 and under, the Bronze matches
by those with 29 and over. A new format of officers was set up as follows: Captain, Vicecaptain, Sec. Treasurer, Social Committee ( nine members), Eclectic Committee ( three
members), Handicap Committee (three members), Lingha Rep’s (two members), and a
Rules Committee (three members). In 1976 the ‘Ball & Chain’ tournament is
discontinued.
In 1977 the question was again raised referring to the junior members participating in
adult events. It was the general consensus that it's not in the best interest of the juniors or
the adults to have them compete in adult competitions. However, the men’s captain and
vice-captain are to arrange two or three games during the season, between the men and
the juniors. The ladies division decides to amalgamate the ‘A’ and ‘B’ section for a oneyear trial period.
In 1978 it is decided that all new members into the men’s club (without handicaps) would
be given a maximum 24 handicap, until a proper handicap is established. In addition, for
all men’s division Fixture Competitions, players with higher handicaps were limited to a
maximum handicap of 24 for all competitions.
In October, the men decided to separate from the ‘Main (Parent) Division and form their
own men’s division, similar to the ladies. The new division will hold their own
competitions, and manage their own finances. The spring of 1979 the men’s division was
formed. The new division was given a donation of $200.00 by the parent division to
cover initial operational costs. A new fixture list was drawn up, and trophies associated
with the tournaments were taken over from the parent division. The first men’s
executives were; Captain: Mr. Edward Ostachowicz, Vice-Captain: Mr. Ron Trelevan,
and Sec. Treasurer: Mr. Norm Williams. The first annual meeting was held on October
21st, 1979.
Original tournament fees were originally set at $5.00 for the year. This was later dropped
and replaced by a $2.00 fee for each tournament except the Club Championship, which
was to be a $4.00 fee.
A Men’s Day was initiated. After much debate with management the men were permitted
to hold a Men’s Day each Wednesday. This day was to be used by the members as a get
together during the week. Competitions and formats were drawn up for play by the
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members. However, tournaments on the fixture list were to be played for on Saturdays
and Sundays only.
A low-Gross and low-Net prize was added to the list of prizes to be given at the end of
each season. To qualify, members must play in at least 50% of Wednesday play.
The handicap limit of 24 is dropped. Members can not double up nine-hole scores for
handicap purposes. Handicaps were calculated from the results of five 5 18-hole games or
ten 9- hole games.
The Parent Division tournament fixture list has been reduced to those mixed
competitions, played for on Thursday nights and Sundays. Handicaps for Twilight
Sixsomes are to be limited to a maximum of 24 for the men and 33 for the ladies.
A new mixed tournament was added to the mixed twilight foursome fixture list. It is the
‘Fred Bertouche Trophy’ donated in his memory. The competition to be played using
alternate drives. Ladies to tee off on the ‘odd-holes’, and men off on the ‘even-holes’.
The ladies changed their Club Championship format from match play to medal play. The
winner is established by totaling three combined 18-hole rounds of golf.
Runner-up prizes were given out for the first time for the Club Championship, Spring
Cup, and Spring Plate. A business ladies section was implemented, to help the working
women members. Ladies LINGHA, having not played for the last few years, was
reinstated and the ladies were part of the competitions. ‘A’ and ‘B’ divisions were
reinstated based on handicaps. The button matches handicap differences were eliminated.
Rules were initiated to break ties. They are, for Stroke Play – ties broken by using back
nine scores minus one-half handicap, if still tied, use last six holes minus one-third
handicap, if still tied use last three holes minus one-sixth handicap. For Match Play use
sudden death playoff, hole by hole, using the handicap allowance in accordance with
scorecard.
The Nineteen Eighties
Management
In the 80’s the way the course layout was played, the sequence of the holes, was changed.
The change was made in order to bring the golfers back to the clubhouse after the fifth
hole. This would permit golfers to use the washrooms in the clubhouse after half of their
nine hole game. It would also give golfers an opportunity to purchase a snack.
In the years of 1983 and 84 Ardmore loses a large number of members. The golf course
across the road, Glen Meadows, was putting on a membership drive, extending full entry
into the club with no initiation fees, and reduced the yearly dues. Up until that time
Ardmore had enjoyed a steady growth. Ardmore also opens the course to potential
members with free entry fees. This venture continues until the end of the playing season
of 1985, at which time both clubs reinstate their initial membership costs.
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In the mid 80’s Mr. du Temple opens a new business in Sidney. It is a health club, and
although it is in operation for one year, it affects the operations of the golf course, and
still does to this day because the “after three golf membership” was invented for the
health club members. That category of membership still exists in 2009.
These members were extended all the privileges of the regular membership except that
they could not commence play until after 3 PM during the summer months. From March
through to September they were permitted to play at any time during the winter months,
with no restrictions. The cost of the membership including the initiation fee was
approximately one-half that of a seven day member. The new membership caused a great
deal of difficulty and concern to the regular membership. It made the control and
organization of competitions difficult to manage. Regular members found it difficult to
arrange for matches with the after three members, due to the time schedules, and the
hours of daylight and time it takes to play a match during the evening hours.
In 1978 the golf course management initiated the first ever Ardmore golf tournament. It
was known as the ‘Ardmore Thanksgiving Classic’, and was, of course played in
October. The tournament was open to all golfers, both men and women, throughout the
district. The tournament was organized with two separate divisions of competitions, one
for the men and one for the ladies. Each division had its own set of prizes and trophies.
The tournament ran for four years, the last one being run in 1983. In 1986 Mr. W. du
Temple, the course manager, approached the Parent Division to take over the tournament.
He proposed that the word ‘Thanksgiving’ be removed from the name. The Club would
incur the work required to make all arrangements, including advertising, acquiring and
organizing prizes, tee times, etc. However all monies brought in, including all the green
fees, and other profits made during the tournament would go directly to the ‘Golf Club’.
A vote was taken and it was carried that the men’s division would accept Mr. du
Temple’s offer. The new tournament was to commence on October 3rd, 1987. However,
this did not happen. The tournament was not resumed until 2009 as a fund raiser for ALS
and the David Pendray Memorial Endowment Fund.
In the late 80’s the course layout was further altered. No. 2 green was now used as the
No.5 green, and a new green was built. It is located in its present location short and to the
left of the old green, in front of the two old oak trees. The fifth-hole is totally
reconfigured and shortened. The existing green is totally abandoned, taken out of play.
The tee is relocated from behind No.4 green at the corner of the property, and relocated
down the fairway to the front edge of the abandoned green, where it is today. The tee is
turned 90% inward to the property at that location, and the tee shot is to the old No.2
green, which is the new fifth-hole green.
Towards the end of the 80’s Mr. du Temple no longer manages the course. A Board of
Directors, consisting of the then three owners manages the course. They are Mr.Wally du
Temple, Mr. Barry du Temple, and Mrs. Betty Snobelen. Mrs. Snobelen was married to
the eldest brother until his death in the 70’s. His shares in the club were transferred to
her in his estate. These three individuals make all board decisions. A manager is hired to
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look after the daily operations of the course and to implement the decisions of the Board
of Directors.
In 1989 the clubhouse was extended and a new office and reception area were
constructed. The addition is built out from the north end of the existing building. The old
storage area to the north south corner of the building is used as the new members’ records
room and lunch area.
The Club
This is the clubs 50th anniversary year, 50 years of continuous trials and tribulation,
dedication and many years of great golf. Now, with all that hard work and dedication, and
constant improvements to the course and the club times are good times for the club. The
men’s and ladies divisions have continued to grown in leaps and strides since the mid
sixties, and at the beginning of the 80’s the Club has never been so large, with over 200
active members. All competitions and functions enjoyed good attendance by both the
men’s and women’s divisions and the Club is prospering. Both divisions were making
changes to their competitions, re-arranging the way competitions were being run, and in
the method of play, to help ensure all the members were included. In 1980, at the annual
meeting and banquet there were 90 men and 83 women in attendance. At this meeting the
Constitution and Bylaws was once again amended. In this amendment the Men’s
Secretary was added to the Executive.
The ladies have several firsts this year. They gave out scripts as prizes for winners of
their competitions and runners up. They changed the Club Championship back to the
match play format, with a qualifying round and runner up prizes for consolation flights,
and the Margaret Rose competition now has pre-draws. Also the ladies pay for part of the
banquet costs.
The men have their first ‘Men Night’. It was set up to get everyone to the Annual General
Meeting. Prior to this year the men division was having difficulties in getting enough
members to attend the annual meeting, this was an attempt in trying to get participation
from the membership. It was a nine-hole competition, followed by a dinner (donated and
set-up by the ladies division), and ending with the annual men’s division meeting.
Also, since the Twilight Sixsomes began it always concluded with a barbecue but for the
first time this tradition would cease.
In 1981 the J.J. White competition between Salt Spring, Pender Island, Galiano, and
Ardmore Golf Clubs, started up again, hosted by Ardmore. This competition had ceased
during the times when the Ardmore club was having difficulties with management
concerning scheduling and fees.
The mixed button match competitions were reinstated again this year. And the Ardmore
Thanksgiving Mixed Tournament is played for the second consecutive time.
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The ladies division revises their officers to include a New Members Councilor, a Match
Chairman, and a publicity officer.
The men’s division put in place a ‘Hole-in-one’ insurance for the members. With this,
when a member gets a hole-in-one and it is authenticated by one or more playing
members that drinks were purchased, the member would be recompensed up to $20.00 by
the men’s division.
In 1982 the Twilight Foursomes monies taken in go towards balls as previously done, and
that the balls are to be give out the night of competition. The Sunday mixed competitions
to be set up to include nine-hole competitions for the nine hole members. This year, for
the first time, the winners of mixed competitions are to receive ‘Take Home’ awards,
either as trophies or vouchers valued at $5.00. The single members playing for the ‘Ball
& Chain, can not win the trophy, it is only for married couples to win. The J.J. White
team will be selected from a list that will be posted one month before the competition.
The names on the list will be put into a box and drawn for six men and six women to
make up the team. The total membership is at 194.
The ladies division adds a ‘Birdie Pin’ competition, to be won for birdies on par fours
and par fives. The ladies course rating is re-rated and set at 67.5.
The Ardmore Golf Course is excluded from the LINHGA competitions due to the
management’s uncooperativeness. Ardmore management insisted on charging a fee to the
players than is higher than the standard fee and increased the price of beer and food. They
are also unwilling to close down the first tee to allow players to tee-off together. As a
result the course was excluded from the courses to be played, however the members from
the Ardmore club are welcome to compete at the other courses if they wish.
In 1983 the selection for the J.J. White competition was changed. The team was selected
as couples or pairs, not selected as individual men and women.
The men organized a new Handicap Rules Committee. This committee was to consist of
three active members, to review handicaps and make ruling on the rules during men’s
competitions.
The ladies revised the ‘Birdie Pin’ competition to include the entire course, not just par
fours and fives. Blue pins were given for each birdie up to nine; the tenth pin will be a red
pin. A new competition, the Putter Pin, was played for this year. Also new was a pin
given to the retiring Captain, each year. It was to be engraved with the name, year, etc.
The ladies include a telephone committee, consisting of six active members, to the
committee’s list.
A new tournament commenced between the Ardmore and Pender clubs. A new trophy is
to be purchased.
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In 1984 an attempt was made to hold the mixed field day competition, normally held on a
Thursday evening as part of the Twilight Sixsomes schedule, on the first Monday in
August at 1:00PM. However, most of the members could not play at that time due to
work requirements and other responsibilities. The following year the competition was
again reinstated to Thursday night play.
The ladies division finds itself low on funds and need to make changes to cut expenses.
As a result the Round Robin fees were raised from 25 cents to 50 cents, yearly dues were
raised from $8.00 to $10.00, and the business girls fees were raised from $4.00 to $10.00.
Birdie pins can only be won for Tuesday play and only in competition play, and finally
fewer balls are given out for prizes every Tuesday.
New to the ladies division this year. A J.J. White nine-hole competition was added to the
fixture list. The bridge club, which has been abandoned for a few years, started up again.
The men’s division is prospering. There were a number of new trophies and competitions
added to the fixture list this year. A new nine-hole men’s division is formed. Monies
received from this new division was to go to the 18-hole men’s division to handle. A
new barbecue night was started. The first night of play was held on Wednesday, May 30,
and continues every last Wednesday of each month throughout the season. Play was to be
a nine-hole competition followed by a meal. Tee-off time at 4 PM. The reason behind the
new barbecue was to provide the opportunity to have a get together of all the men
members to have a fun evening of competition and commeradery. The tee time and nine –
hole format are set in this way so no one is excluded, as the intention is to have all
members, seven-day, five-day, and nine-holers attend the function. In later years, when
membership is expanded to include ‘after-three’ members the opportunity was extended
to include them as well, if they wish to play.
Also new this year, all Men’s Division Tournaments may be competed for on
Wednesdays (Men Days) for the first time. It was as an option to the membership, the
standard rule of play was that competitions were to be played on the weekends if
possible. Prior to this year all competitions had to be played on weekends only. Members
playing in tournaments will be first off the 1st tee, followed by those not in the
tournament. Note: This new rule was made due to an increased number of members being
in the five-day membership category. As such, they were unable a compete for the
trophies. They now have that opportunity.
Two new trophies were donated to the men’s division. The first was the ‘Beaton Trophy’
donated by Mr.Les Beaton. The trophy to go to the winner of the ‘C’ Flight, of the Club
Championship. Mr. Joe Flint also donates a trophy. It was to go to winners of the Low
Gross and Low Net awards based on Wednesday ( Men’s Day) play.
1985. The twilight Sixsomes add to the prizes, one ball, for ‘Low Gross’ team for that
night. The ‘Field Day’ was to remain to be played on Thursday nights, as management
will not permit the competition to move to another day or time.
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The golf course rating is re-evaluated once again this year. The Men’s rating becomes 64,
and the Ladies changes to 68.5. Total membership stands at 91 men and 98 women at the
close of the year.
The club championship method of play was altered to the ‘Match Play’ format.
1987. The club held an Extraordinary Meeting on January 27th, with 47 members present,
to revise the Constitution and Bylaws to include the nine-hole Captain as members of the
Executive.
The parent division, for the first time this year gave out trophies/ vouchers to the winners
of the Twilight Sixsome ‘field day’ competitions. These include the long drives,
aggregate long drive, and the pitch and putt, for both men and women. Also, for the first
time, all mixed and pair tournament winners are to defend their titles the following year.
A new rules committee was formed consisting of a Chairperson, the Men’s and Ladies
Captains, the men’s Vice-captain, the ladies Rules Chairperson, and one other member as
selected by the Chairperson.
The men held a special meeting on March 25th, concerning continued participation in the
LINHGA competitions. Ardmore management would charge the men’s club for one-half
the cost of green fees for players from visiting teams. The men’s treasurer would
reimburse the full fees to Ardmore on behalf of visiting players hosted at home. This cost
was retroactive to the beginning of the Andy MacGregor Matches.
An Extraordinary Meeting was held on July 26th, to discuss disciplinary action to be taken
against a Club Member. He was a very unruly, unpleasant person, known for throwing
his clubs and using foul language during play. The situation had become so bad that other
members, both men and women, do not wish to have him play in their groups. He had
been approached several times by the club to clean up his act, to no avail. It was decided
that the Club Member was to be suspended from competitive play for 30 days, essentially
the remainder of the ‘87’season. He would be reinstated the following year. A letter was
sent to the individual informing him of the clubs decision. (Note: This person never did
return, giving up his memberships to the Course and Club)
The men’s division finances were in a deficit of 112% at the year’s end. This was due
mainly to the additional LINHGA/ Andy MacGregor fees, which added a $270 burden to
the division. In order to pay the deficit and ensure monies for the following year,
Wednesday fees are increased to $1.00 per tournament. The Andy MacGregor costs next
year will be paid out the men’s general fund.
1988 the Constitution and Bylaws were amended again to make changes to the overall
structure of the document. The total membership at the end of the year is at 208 members.
The men’s division discontinues the ‘Button Matches’ due to the lack of interest by the
membership.
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The nine-hole club revised their rules set-up to conform within the guidelines of the 18hole club.
A Junior Championship was again formed, for the first time since 1977. The tournament
was to be a 36-hole competition played using the stroke play format. A trophy, to be
known as the du Temple Trophy, was to be purchased by the management. The men’s
division were purchase the keeper trophies, to be given to the winner each year.
The rules for the Barr Trophy at the time it was donated stipulated that competitors must
have played in at least three Twilight Sixsome nights to qualify to play for the Cup. The
ruling had been removed from the competition a few years earlier but in 1989 it was
again reinstated back into the rules. The Club sets up a new set of rules for breaking ties
in the field day competitions. They are as follows. Long drive: to be broken by one drive,
Pitch & Putt: to be broken by one pitch and putt.
The club once again initiated a nine-hole tournament to be played in conjunction with
Sunday 18-hole tournaments. (Writer note: this has never had participation from the
nine-holers and as such has never been played).
The men reinstated the Fall Cup to their fixture list. The competition to be played from
October 15th to March of the following year. The Eclectic, which was a monthly
competition throughout the playing season, was removed from the fixture list due to the
lack of interest from the membership.
The Nineteen Nineties
The membership from 1991 to 1999 averages 147, consisting of approximately 81 men
and 66 ladies
1991.The Parent Division has excess monies in the club fund. It donates $200 each to the
Men’s and Ladies Divisions. The membership dues were increased to $18/ year for the
following years to cover the increase in dues by the RCGA and CGLU.
There was some dissention in the Ladies Division. It arose from differences of opinion
between the 9-hole and 18-hole groups as to how things should operate, resulting in the
9-hole members asking to form their own division. After consultation and a visit from
the Zone President, it was determined that the CLGA will not permit a separate entity,
that they must operate under the umbrella of the 18-hole group and report to them. They
are permitted to elect their own executive with a Convener rather than a Captain, and
draw up their own schedule/ fixture list , and fees to be paid to the 18-hole treasurer.
(Some funding was provided by the Ladies Club.) The 9-hole Margaret Rose, and the
Button Matches are to go to the 9-hole division. The 9-hole Round Robin is to remain a
mixed event.
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The ladies make some changes to their competitions. Birdie pins are given out to the
player with the most accumulated birdies for the month, one for each month of the
playing season. All players are eligible to qualify for the ‘Spring Cup’, the ‘A’ and ‘B’
divisions are removed from play. All the ladies must be members of the CLGA and all
the members must pay the membership.
A new trophy is donated to the ladies division. The Valentine Rose Bowl (a silver bowl)
was donated by Isabel Valentine in memory of her husband Len. The Bowl was meant to
replace the Margaret Rose Trophy. The format of play is to remain as is, that being the
total score accumulated from the three best scores taken from five 18-hole games.
The men pass a ruling regarding the participation of members in competitions. Members
are finding it difficult to set up matches with members in other categories. For example, a
seven-day member is to play a five-day member. The five-day member makes it difficult,
not wishing to co-operate with the seven-day member, to arrange a time to play. He then
insists that the seven-day member must forfeit the match because the five-day member is
rated higher in the competition. The new rule states that seven-day members take
precedence, followed by five-day members, and finally the after-three members.
In 1992 at the annual general meeting the Constitution and Bylaws were read to the
membership for clarification. The membership accepts them as written.
A computer was purchased for use by the membership. Members can now keep track of
their handicaps by entering their scores into the computer. The program permits entries of
scores from other clubs.
In 1993 the “Barr Cup” rules of play were changed once again. The requirement that
players must play in three Twilight Sixsome evenings to qualify to play in the
competition has again been removed.
The ladies designed a new putter pin to give out as prizes for that competition. It is
decided that all tournaments on the fixture list will be played with all handicap levels
playing together, not in handicap divisions. The only exceptions are the ‘Club
Championship’, and all CLGA games as they must be played in handicap divisions.
1994. The BCGA have changed the way scores are recorded. The association has, over
the years, noted an unfair discrepancy of handicaps between golf clubs due to the course
ratings. That is to say that members playing out of a less difficult course were required to
use that handicap when they competed at a more difficult course, putting them at a real
disadvantage. This year the BCGA has introduced the slope system, which brings the
play between players from other courses on to a more level playing field. It removes the
‘handicap’ and replaces it with the ‘index’. The ‘index’ is calculated using the member’s
scores, course rating, and slope rating. The slope rating identifies the difficulty of the
course. Each course has an ‘index list’. Players from other courses find their ‘index
number’ on this list, and their handicap is converted. All golf courses are given a
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handicap rating and a slope rating. As a part of this change the Ardmore golf course
men’s rating is reviewed and given a new rating of 64.6, and a slope rating of 101.
In 1994 the BCGA, Island Chapter, hold a golf tournament known as the ‘Golf 100’ to
commemorate 100 years of golf on the island. The tournament was sponsored by the Post
Office, and was held at the Victoria Golf Club, noted as the oldest course in British
Columbia. The tournament was such a success it became a yearly competition. Teams,
consisted of three men and three women, from each club. The method of play was the
scramble format. The tournament continued for the next three years until sponsorship was
lost.
A new trophy was presented to the Ladies Division by Mrs. Jean Streeter, to be played
for in conjunction with the five Valentine Rose Bowl games and awarded for the lowest
number of putts using the best three of the five games.
The Parent Division sends letters to the Ardmore management with the intent to start up a
new tournament. The proposal suggests a mixed open tournament to be played by both
Ardmore members and members from other clubs. The tournament would be run and
managed by the Ardmore Golf Club. Four letters were sent to the Ardmore Board of
Directors, and the president had several discussions with management, however the club
never got a response from management.
In 1995 the men added a new competition to the fixture list. Actually this was a reinstated
competition which was not played for several years. After a review changes were made
to the time of play. It was decided to reinstate the ‘Men’s Eclectic’ and ‘Round Robin’
competitions. The rules of play to be that both are to be played over the winter months
from October to March of each year. Scores for both competitions to be recorded on lists
provided. Members with the most overall wins in the ‘round robin’ win a trophy at the
end of the year. Those with the lowest round in the eclectic also win a trophy. In 1998 it
was decided to play the eclectic in divisions to make the competition fairer to all players.
1996. The BCGA increases its dues and as a result the Ardmore Club must increase its
dues to compensate. Dues are increased to $25 for the ladies and $21 for the men.
A new trophy was donated to the men’s division to be added to the fixture list. The
trophy, donated by Mr. Murray Matheson, is to go to the ‘Most Improved Player of the
Year’ determined by using the index rating.
1997. The club changes the fee structure for the Twilight Foursomes. In place of the
different charges for special events, a fee of $1.00 will be charged at all evening and
Sunday competitions. There is no fee charged for the Men vs Women competition.
Mr. Barry du Temple passes away. A memorial is held at the golf course. The club sends
a card and makes a donation to the Sannich Peninsula Hospital in his memory.
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1998. A new computer is purchased and a place provided alongside so people can sit
comfortably while entering their score.
1999. The course rating was re-assessed by the BCLGA District #1 changing it from 69.4
to 68.6, with a slope of 112 for the ladies. The men’s section expressed thanks to the
course management for the changes made during the year.
The 2000’s
2000. Men’s Division revamped rules of play for competitions. This is required so as to
accommodate the larger membership which is now at 86 members. A weekly ‘Putting
Competition’ was introduced with scores to be recorded during regular tournament play
on men’s day. The monthly evening barbeques have been changed to daytime events. It
will follow the 18 holes of play in the morning.
A new trophy, the ‘Millennium Trophy’, donated by Mr. Eric Airey, was introduced for
the mixed Twilight Sixsomes. Rules of play - as a team competition using the ‘Texas
Scramble’ format.
The course has been improved by extending/ adding to the cart paths so that all the holes
are accessible all year long for those requiring the use of carts.
The Annual Banquet was held at Theo’s Restaurant located in Sidney.
2001. The Men’s membership is strong with 91 members, 14 in the hole-hole division. A
new trophy was donated to the Ladies Division by Mrs. Emily Young, to be awarded to
the lowest average net score over a number of specified competitions. The first winner of
this prestigious trophy is Mrs. Julia Toller. The Twilight sixsomes have been seeing from
12 to 40 members on Thursday nights
2002. The Ladies Division send 15 members to a District Annual Rules Workshop. They
host the District Net Tournament and the LINHGA Fall Field Day. They marked the 50th
anniversary of continuous Interclub play with the ladies at Cowichan Golf Club, and
played in the annual interclub with Pender Island with Ardmore winning the trophy. Also
competed in the Metchosin Field Day, District Net Tournament, March Meadows Field
Day, Snr. Ladies Field Day, and District Foursomes. They have provided additional play
by introducing the ‘B.C.Pin’, ‘Yellowball’, and ‘Tombstone’ competitions Sadly, they
announce the disbanding of the 9-hole Section due to a severe drop in membership.
The Men’s Division introduce a new trophy, the ‘Net Champion’ trophy, which is to be
played as part of the Club Championship. Some existing trophies which were in need of
repair have had the work done.
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The Constitution and Bylaws were updated. The computer program handicap software
was upgraded to meet with RCGA approval.
Course improvement includes the extension of the No. 6 tee, making the hole longer,
necessitating the need to make a par four from the back location. Golf Lesson Facility
between holes three and four fairways will have netting installed to protect players on the
course.
2003. The Ladies Division had the course re-rated. New rating went from a 68.6 to 69.9
with a slope from 112 to 117. They announce they have 41 playing members attending
ladies day events.
The Parent Division announces the decline of participation by the members in the
Twilight Sixsomes competitions. Some nights there are only 10 to 12 players in
attendance. It may soon become necessary to delete the events from the schedule.
2004. Men’s Division have had the course re-rated for men’s play. The course was rated
at 64.7, with a slope of 100. New rating is 32.6, with a 105 slope - for the front nine, and
a rating of 32.8, with a 101 slope – back nine. Overall slope rated at 103.
2005. The Ladies Division announce the CLGA and BCLGA have been changed to the
RCGA and BCGA respectfully, and instead of being in a ‘District’ we are now in ‘Zone
5’.
The President expressed his disappointment in the lack of interest of members in the
Twilight Sixsome activities and that the J.J. White Interclub Tournament, which was
started by our club, was not supported by our members and our participation had to be
cancelled.
A newer computer was donated by one of the men’s members and a printer by a ladies
member. The course has had a website for some time now and we will ask to have the
fixture lists added to the site. The course management has been asked make club dues
mandatory for all new members. A change of note to the course layout is the addition of a
new bunker on left side of the fairway on Hole N0.3.
2006. Ladies have 34 participating members. The course management has taken over the
administration of membership affiliations with BCGA and will collect all Club affiliation
fees. The amount of $20.00 per member, from the yearly fee will be paid to the Golf
Club, with $10 per member going to the Parent Division, and $10 per member, to the
Men’s and Ladies Divisions. The ‘Bill Smith’ Pro-Am Tournament, having been played
for a couple of years, was added to the fixture list as a regular event, to be played at the
middle of July. Format to be a nine hole scramble. Trophy and Prizes to be provided by
the course management.
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2007. The ladies have 36 active members, and the men average 80. The men make a
change the fixture list by delaying start times in early spring and late fall months by onehalf hour, to give more sunlight and warmth for play.
A new course-owned computer system has been installed for use by all members for
entering handicaps, booking tee times, etc. In addition the course opens a restaurant
called the ‘Iron Grill’. Monthly Club run BBQ’s are be catered by this facility.
2008. The men’s division have 83 active members, averaging 46 on men’s day and four
to six nine-holers. The newly revised Constitution and By-Laws have been accepted by
the Registrar of Companies dated 10 Oct 08.
The management of Ardmore Golf Course changes after the passing of Betty du Temple /
Snobelen on 29th of July, 2008. The new board is composed of three members: Wally du
Temple, Cindy du Temple and one person designated as the representative of Rhonda,
Brad, Therisa, Penny, Cindy and George, the sons and daughters of Ron and Betty du
Temple.
2009, This is the year in which the book is being written. There have been a lot of
discussions and forward momentum from both the golf club and course. A newly revised
Constitution and Bylaws has been adopted, and the format has been changed significantly
( with the hope it will assist in bringing the Club’s Divisions closer together as one) and
simplifying the management structure of the club. We are definitely entered into the
computer age as well and have many tools at our disposal.
The course is continuing to make improvements. The major project of date is the
proposed new tee at Hole No. 8/17. I am sure we will see further improvements in the
years to come. Many thanks go out to the du Temple family, and both the greens keeper
& crew, and the office manager & staff for making Ardmore an enjoyable place to play.
It has been close to a century since two or three individuals stood on this land, a farm at
the time, with the dream envisioning the building a golf course. A lot of hard work has
gone into the building of it, and constant improvements, making the Course and Club into
what we have today. There has been many times where I am sure the dream was nearly
lost, but the members struggled through. Now it is our turn to push the dream ahead and
start off the new millennium in good stead and leave a legacy for others to follow in our
footsteps.
In closing I would like to say it has been a pleasure to have been able to go back in time,
and record the history, and produce a document that I hope people will enjoy reading. So
much history has come and gone and we are still writing more each and every day. I
would like to wish everyone many happy days of golf at the Ardmore Golf Course. Hope
to see you there!!!
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Golf CourseLayout
The course layout has changed over the years. Description of each hole will attempt to
depict the present day layout (2009) and a comparison of previous years as changes
were made.

HoleNo.1 &10
-

Today
A 295/310 par 4, with a slight dogleg to the left, guarded on the left by trees and
bunker approx. 220 yards from the Tee, and 2 fir trees to right side of the green.
There is a Sensitive Area (ESA) upper right side of fairway which is Out of Bounds.
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-

-

-

-

There are 2 teeing areas along with red and white tee markers. Red for front nine &
white for back nine.
Previously
In the seventies this hole was a 345 yard par 4. The tee was located closer to the
present parking lot, in the general area of the practice green. The right side of the
fairway was fenced off, to keep animals penned. A ball landing in the penned area
was Out of Bounds.
In the early 2000’s 2 fir trees to right side of the green fell in a heavy rain storm.

Today

HoleNo.2 &11

A par 5, playing 475/459 yds, with a dogleg to the right, the green is guarded by 2 fir
trees in front. The tee shot is approx. 200 yards to the dogleg, guarded by ‘Out of
Bounds’ stakes on both sides of the fairway to the end of the dog leg. Also by a tree
& bush lined ditch on the right at the end of the dogleg, and a line of trees along the
right side with a sand bunker at the corner and another at the far side of the dogleg.
The ‘Out-of-Bounds’, treed and bushed, continues along the right side of the fairway,
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from the corner of the dogleg to the right side of the green The tee is 2 tiered, with the
lower level at the front. No.11 tees on the lower level, and No.2 tees on the top tier.
Previously
-

In the 70’s this was hole No.6, a 525 yard par 5. The distance was slightly shorter to
the dogleg with the tee located beside the oak tree to the left of the present tee. The
distance of the green has been shortened with the addition of a new green in its
present location. The old No.6 & 11 hole green is the now used as No.5 green. The
trees lining the right side of the fairway to the corner of the dogleg were planted in
the late 70’s.

ViewfromTee
-

-

HoleNo.3 &12

Viewat Green

Today
A par 4, playing at 328/340 yds, straight away. No out of bounds. A pond forms in a
lower area located between No.3 & 4 hole fairways, adjacent the 150-yard marker.
The green is protected on the left by a large Sequoya tree. The fairway is also tree
lined starting 30 yds form the tee. Tee is 2 tiered with alternate tees for No. 3 & 12.
No.3 on the bottom & 12 on the top tier.
Note: There is a temporary green located 75 yards to the right of No.3 green. This
green was originally built for use as no 2 green but soil structure would not allow the
relocation of the sod to its new location. It has been used off and on in the winter
months as a replacement of the 3rd green, due to wetness.
Previously
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-

In the 70’s this was hole No.7, playing at 315 yards. Yardage was shorter with the tee
located 15 yards ahead of its present location. There was a pond and a ditch, marked
as a hazard, along the right side of fairway from 150-yard marker to just beyond the
green. ‘Ardmore’- the course mule was buried at perimeter, near the crest of the pond,
at the side closest to No.4 fairway.

HoleNo.4 &13 – ViewfromTee
-

Today
A straight away, par 4, playing 384/397 yds. Out-of-bounds on the left side, beyond
the boundary fence, from tee to green. There is a grouping of trees on the right side of
the fairway, starting adjacent to the 150-yard markers and pond between the 3rd and
4th fairways. Also on the right side of the fairway, near the green, is a group of larger
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more mature trees. There are bunkers located just after the 150 yd markers on both
sides of the fairway. There is also a bunker located 4 yds to the rear left of the green.
Previously
In the70’s this was hole No.8. It was a 419 yd par 5, with the tee set back, left, into
the trees some 25 yards back from where the tee is presently located. The group of
trees on the right were planted in the late 70’s. There was an oak tree located at the
back right side of the green which fell onto the green during a storm in the early 90’s.
-

Note: There is a structure located approx. 50 yards to the right of the 150 yd marker
in No 4 fairway, between holes No.3 & 4. Originally erected to house a horse and
store hay for the mules. Also has a driving net install and a small practice green and
sand trap. Most recently used by Mr. W. duTemple as a site to teach ‘Natural Golf’ to
his students.

ViewfromTee

Viewat Green
HoleNo.5 &14

-

Today
A par 3, playing 110/102 yards, straight away. Out-of-bounds beyond the
maintenance yard fence to the left side. Guarded by large oak trees on the left and
right side of the fairway, with overhanging branches. Bunker located at the back of
the green. Slightly raise tee area with 2 sets of tees for front & back. Green slopes
gradually the tee from front to back. Note: This was the old No.6 green, or present
day No.2&10.
Previously
In the 70’s this hole did not exist. The Hole No.9 was an entirely different hole in an
entirely different location. It was a par 3, playing 137 yards. The original hole was
taken out of play in the 80’s when the present No.5&14 hole was constructed. The
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original hole ran along Ardmore Rd. The tee was located at the corner of Ardmore &
West Saanich Rds, in the general area of the present bunker behind the present
No.4&13 hole. The green was located between where the present No.5&14 tee is
located and perimeter fence at the parking. The right side was guarded by a large oak
tree, midway up the fairway, which fell in the 90’s. The left side was ‘Out-ofBounds’ beyond the perimeter fence along Ardmore road, for the entire length of the
hole. At the rear of the tee was a covered sitting bench with an ‘Ardmore Golf
Course’ sign.

ViewfromTee

Viewat Green
HoleNo.6 &15

-

Today

-

Hole No.6 plays as a par 4, playing 251 yards, straight away, from the back tee. ‘Outof-Bounds’ along the left side, outside the perimeter fence, from tee to green, and the
property fence, behind and to the left of the green. There is a bunker located at the
rear of the green, to the right. The green is partially tiered with no relatively flat areas
and is heavily sloped from right to left. The tee area is deep, and the front tee plays as
a par 3, playing approx. 231 yds , for hole No.15. The tee area has a protective fence
along the right side. The back tees are guarded by tall, well established trees located
20yds to front, on both sides forming a chute in which to come through with the tee
shot.
Previously

-

In the 70’s this was hole No.2. It was a par 3, 230 yards. The tee was located in front
of the present pathway where you cross over the creek. At was a teeing mat located
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just back from the creek. The tee shot was through a narrow chute of trees on both
sides. Note: The scars can still be seen on the oak tree to the right from all the balls
driven into it over the years. The green was alter in the late 90’s, to level it out a
little, however it was location as that used today. It was guarded by a fairway bunker
on the right side, approx.165 yds from the tee, a bunker adjacent to the green on the
left side, and another below the tall trees to the left of the green approx. 40yds away.
There were also 2 trees located to the left of the green tall enough to cause concern if
a ball went left of the green.
-

Note: This hole was noted as the most difficult par 3 in British Columbia, back in
these years.

ViewfromTee

Viewat Green
HoleNo.7 &16

-

Today

-

A par 4, playing 289/294 yards, dogleg left. Tee shot of approx. 180 yards, guarded
by a tree midway on the left, and a cluster of trees at the corner. The left side of the
fairway is ‘Out of Bounds’, beyond the ditch from the tee to the overhanging oak tree
approx 70 yds out. The right side and back of the dogleg is ‘Out of Bounds’ beyond
the reservoir fence. From the corner of the dogleg it is another 100 yds to the green,
uphill and straightaway. A ditch runs along the left side, from the corner of the dogleg
up to, and beyond the green. The green slopes gradually from back to front, with a
raised back tier.
Previously

-

In the 70’s this was hole No.3, playing at 290 yds. The tee has been improved by
adding a protective fence on the right side. The ditch on the left was deepened to
improve drainage. There was a penned area on the left side with structures used to
house the donkeys. Area beyond the fence was ‘Out-of-Bounds’. It was removed in
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the 80’s, and is now an open field. The reservoir at the rear and right side of the
dogleg was constructed in the late 70’s. At the base of the reservoir, before the
perimeter fence, was an open ditch known as a ‘Scotch Drain’. Balls landing in the
Scotch Drain could be removed, and dropped, with no penalty. This drain was
covered over in the late 90’s. Also around this time additional drainage was installed
in the fairway from the dogleg to the green to help remove severe puddling from the
area. In the early 2000’s some trees located on the right side of the fairway, at the
dogleg, blew over in a severe storm.

ViewfromTee

Viewat Green
HoleNo.8 &17

-

Today

-

A par 3, 139/155 yds long, straightaway. Guarded by 3 bunkers, 1 to the right side of
the fairway ahead of the green, another 15 yards over on the right parallel with the
green, and another 7 yards behind the green. A pond runs along the entire length of
the green and beyond approx. 7 to 8 yds distance away. At the front of the pond is a
gazebo which houses a water pump. The tee area is 2 tiered, and elevated. No.8 tees
are located on the lower level, and No.17 tees on the top tier.
Previously

-

In the 70’s this was Hole No. 4, playing at 137 yds. The tee was a rubber mat located
to the right of the present lower tier tee, where the cart path is located. The bunkers
on the left hand side and rear of the green were put in during the early 90’s. There
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was a fence along the left side of the fairway, where the field is now, which was used
to keep the mules This area was Out-of-Bounds, however, you could retrieve your
ball by climbing a specially constructed set of steps, over the fence.
Note: At the time of this issue work has begun with the construction of a new elevated
tee area located to the right of the fairway, back of the large pond, approx. 100 yds
from the green. The pond has been enlarged to fill up the area between the green and
tee thereby requiring the tee shot to cross over it. It will be played as Hole No.8.

ViewfromTee

Viewat Green
HoleNo.9 &18

-

Today

-

A par 4, playing 381/374 yds, straightaway. The right side has trees and 2 reservoirs
along the fairway. A pump house is located on the slope from the largest reservoir,
190 yards from the tee, on the right. Beyond the pump house the sloped area is fenced
off all the way to the No. 6 teeing area. Area beyond the fence is ‘Out-of-Bounds’.
Adjacent to the slope of the large reservoir, before the No. 6 tee, is a small pond
located in the level area. The fairway has 2 bunkers, 1 on each side, just passed the
150 yd markers. The green is guarded in front by 2 bunkers, one at each corner, and
just in front of them the fairway dips down and up again from a distance of approx 30
yds. To the left of the green is a small grass mogul. There is a protective fence behind
the green to stop balls from going long. Balls clearing the fence are ‘Out-of-Bounds’.
Previously
In the 70’s this was Hole No.2, playing 394 yds. The tee area was set back into the
hill, approx. where the back tier of No.2 is now, at a much lower level. It was guarded
by a couple of large oak trees on the left side which could catch a tee shot. One blew
down in the early 80’s, and the other chopped down soon after. The tee was then
raised and leveled. In the 80’s the newest & largest reservoir was constructed. A
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bunker, shaped like a mule, in front of the green was altered into 2 bunkers, removing
the middle section. In the 90’s the right side bunker was removed and replaced with
the present deep bunker and the left side bunker has been deepened and enlarged as
well. Another bunker located to the left side, parallel with the green, has been
changed to grass mogul. The bunkers at the 150 yd markers were added in the 2000’s.

ARDMORE GOLF CLUB LOCAL RULES (played in 2009)
(Last Revised: June 20, 2006)
1

RCGA Rules govern all play.

2

Stakes/Markers: WHITE - Out of Bounds and 150 yard markers, RED - Lateral
Hazards and Lateral Water Hazards as marked and 100 yard markers.

3

No improvement to lie except when “Preferred Lies” or “Winter Rules” are in
effect.

4

Free drop, all blue staked trees, distance markers, sprinkler heads/covers, scotch
drains, drain covers on fairways, temporary hole covers, flower beds, protective
fences, and ground under repair (GUR). Trees with staked support ropes, free
relief from ropes and stakes only.(Rule 24-2)

5

Free drop from cart paths, within one club length from nearest point of relief, not
nearer hole. (Rule 24-2)

6

All perimeter fences and animal fences, including reservoir fence, are Out of
Bounds.

7

Rakes are to be placed outside sand traps, handles parallel with fairway.

8

Rangefinders are permitted.

Specifics:
Holes #1/10: - Environmentally-Sensitive Area (ESA) upper right side of fairway is Out
of Bounds. Entry into ESA area is strictly prohibited. (Rule 27-1) Stump to right of
green, GUR, free drop at nearest point of relief not nearer hole.
Holes #2/11: - Out of Bounds left of fairway to dog leg, and right side from Protective
Fence at tee through to and including ESA as marked.
Free drop for balls landing at or under protective fence behind green. Drop area back left
of green.
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Holes # 3/12: - Practice area around barn, including trailer, Out of Bounds as marked.
Play ball as it lies in area between #3 and #4 fairways forward of practice area in front of
barn.
Free drop from protective netting/staked trees.
Holes #4/13: - Out of Bounds perimeter fence left of fairway, tee through green, and
right of fairway from corner of barn as marked to white stake at end of poplar tree line.
Holes #5/14:- Free relief from protective fence right side of fairway for stance and swing
only.
No relief for line of sight.
Free drop from maintenance yard fence left side of green, nearest point of relief not
nearer hole.
Machinery area to left of green and adjacent gravel paths, use drop zone at back right of
green.
Holes #6/15: - Out of Bounds, perimeter fence left side and end of fairway and reservoir
fence on right.
For ball striking power lines at tee area, player required to replay shot, no penalty.
Free drop for ball landing at or behind protective fence to right of green (tee box for holes
#7/16).
Drop area right side of fairway forward of sand trap.
Holes #7/16: - Lateral Water Hazard left of fairway. Out of Bounds at reservoir fence,
replay shot.
Burning area behind white chain-link fence upper right side of fairway, GUR, free relief
at point of entry. If ball is lost in burning area, drop another ball without penalty at point
of entry.
(Rule 25-1c(i)).
Holes #8/17: - Lateral Water Hazards left of fairway and right of green. Gazebo and
attached pipes, free relief for stance and swing only (Rule 24-2). No relief for line of
sight.
Holes #9/18: - Lateral Water Hazards – short ditch directly in front of tee on both sides
of path, and ponds to right of fairway.
Free relief from pump house on right side of fairway, for stance and swing only (Rule 242).
No relief for line of sight.
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Out of Bounds right of fairway - reservoir fence and white staked area including wooden
fence at right of green.
Free drop from protective fence at #6 tee or flower bed and corner area behind pond.
Drop area adjacent to fairway between pond and sand trap.
Free drop from protective fence behind green.
Drop areas to back left and right of green (use drop area that is not closer to flagstick).

WINTER RULES (played in 2009)
Preferred Lies (Winter Rules) – Effective as Posted
1.

A ball lying on any area through the green (Note) may, without penalty, be moved
or may be lifted, cleaned and placed within one club length of where it originally
lay, but not nearer the hole. A plugged ball may be lifted without penalty, cleaned
and dropped as near as possible to where it originally lay but not nearer the hole.
A ball lying in standing water also may be moved accordingly.

2.

Should temporary holes come into play use a maximum of two putts for scoring
purposes, if the ball is within one length of the flagstick as measured from the
edge of the hole. Scores on temporary holes are not to be recorded for the Winter
Eclectic.
Note: The area defined as “through the green” is the whole area of the course
except:

•

a)

the teeing ground and putting green; and

b)

all hazards on the course.

Also note that previously the lift, clean, and place rule was not allowed for a ball
lying within a club length of a tree, fence or other obstruction. This restriction has
now been removed
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__________________

Listof Presidents&Vic-Presidents
Note:
.1
Recordsindicate that documentationrecordedpriorto1934wereremovedfromthe
ledgerand have beenlost. It is estimatedthe club has it’s beginningsat a different
locationand operatedfor approx. 15 to 20 years, dating back to the early 1900’s.]
.2

Firstlady President&Vic-Presidentof the club was in 1975. As President: Mrs. Billie
Clement&
as Vice-president: Mrs. GlenysJones.

Year

Presidents

Vice-Presidents

1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

Mr. J.J. White
Mr. J.J. White
Mr. .J.J. White
Mr. G. F. Pownall
Mr. G. F. Pownall
Mr. F.J. Baker

Mr. G. F. Pownall
Mr. J.C. Anderson
Mr. G.F. Pownall
Mr. F.J. Baker
Mr. F.J. Baker
Mr. J.C. Anderson

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944
1945
1946
1947
1948
1949

Mr. C. D. Eves
Mr. J.C. Anderson
Mr. P.A. Bodkin
Mr. P.A. Bodkin
Mr. P.A. Bodkin
Mr. P.A. Bodkin
Mr. P.A. Bodkin
Mr. J. C. Anderson,
Mr. J. C. Anderson
Mr. J. C. Burbidge

Mr. P.A. Bodkin
Mr. P.A. Bodkin
Mr. F.J. Baker
Mr. F.J. Baker
Mr. F.J. Baker
Mr. F.J. Baker
Major W.E. Tayler
Mr. G. Watt
Mr. Clay
Major G. Smith

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955
1956

Mr. J. C. Burbidge
Mr. A. H. Griffiths
Mr. A. H. Griffiths
Mr. V. E. Virgin
Mr. V. E. Virgin
Mr. J.C. Anderson
Mr. A.C. Foreman

Major G. Smith
Mr. E.W. Townsend
Mr. H.E. Kennedy
Mr. Currell
Mr. R.S. Bunyard
Mr. E.W. Townsend
Mr. E.W. Townsend
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1957
1958
1959

Mr. A.C. Foreman
Capt. J. Barr
Capt. J. Barr

Mr. J. Sim
Mr. D. McLellan
Mr. D. McLellan
continued…

Year

Presidents

Vice-Presidents

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

Mr. J. Bendal
Mr. B. duTemple
Mr. B. du Temple
Mr. B. du Temple
Mr. B. du Temple
Mr. F. Dutton
Mr. F. Dutton
Mr. F. Dutton
Mr. F. Dutton
Mr. F. Dutton

Mr. D. McLellan
Mr. A. Steward
Mr. E. Vickerman
Mr. J. McKnight
Mr. N. Camsusa
Mr. D. Scott
Mr. D. Scott
Mr. A.S. Spreight
Mr. A.S. Spreight
Mr. A.S. Spreight

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979

Mr. F. Dutton
Mr. E. Vickerman
Mr. E. Vickerman
Mr. E. Vickerman
Mr. E. Vickerman
Mrs. B. Clement
Mrs. B. Clement
Mr. C.W. Speers
Mr. L. Valentine
MR. L.Valentine

Mr. E. Vickerman
Mr. H. Pelton
Mr. C. Hilton
Mr. C. Hilton
Mr. C. Hilton
Mrs. G. Jones
Mrs. G. Jones
Mr. L. Valentine
Mr. G. Kaiser
Mr. G. Kaiser

1980
1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989

Mr. G. Kaiser
Mrs. E. Larter
Mr. F. Loveless
Mrs. I. Clarke
Mr. B. Watson
Mrs. E. Williams
Mr. P. Williams
Mrs. B. Harmon
Mr. F. Emmerson
Mr. E. Airey

Mr. A. Rowbottom
Mr. F. Loveless
Mrs. I. Clarke
Mr. B. Watson
Mrs. E. Williams
Mr. P. Bishop
Mrs. B. Harmon
Mr. F. Emmerson
Mrs. D. Emmerson
Mrs. E. Williams

1990
1991

Mr. E. Airey
Mr. P. Bishop

Mrs. E. Williams
Mr. G. Smashnuk
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1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

Mr. G. Smashnuk
Mrs. J. Toller
Mr. G. Shute
Mr. E. Ostachowicz
Mr. E. Ostachowicz
Mr. E. Ostachowicz
Mr. R Butler
Mrs. J. Toller

Year

Presidents

2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Mr. E. Airey
Mrs. E Jordan
Mrs. E Jordan
Mr. E. Ostachowicz
Mr. E. Ostachowicz
Mr. D. Lachmund
Mr. D. Lachmund
Mr. D. Lachmund
Mr. S. Sam

Mrs. J. Toller
Mr. G. Shute
Mr. E.R. Ostachowicz
Mr. D. Payne
Mr. D. Scott
Mr. R. Butler
Mrs. J.Toller
Mr. C. King
continued…

Vice-Presidents
Mrs. E Jordan
Mr. D. Lachmund
Mr. D. Lachmund
Mr. D. Lachmund
Mr. D. Lachmund
Mrs. B. Danbrook
Mr. J. Hill
Mr. J. Hill
Mr. C.Tom

Note: At the of this issue. In 2009 the constitution and bylaws were rewritten. The
President & Vice-President positions no longer exist. They have been replaced by a
newly organized executive.
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ARDMORE GOLF CLUB
TOURNAMENT TROPHIES, ORIGIN & RULES OF PLAY (to 2010)

Mixed Club ‘Twilight Sixsomes’ Events

Spring Cup Donated: In 1957
Rules of play: Nine hole, Scotch 2-ball, competition. Alternate drives on every
hole, and continue alternate shot until hole is completed, using ¼ combined
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handicap. Ties will be broken by retrogression. Champions to play together the
following year in defense of their title.

Fred Bertouche Trophy
Donated: in 1979 by Mrs. Bertouche in memory of Fred.
Rules of Play: To be played by alternate drives. Ladies tee off on the ‘odd holes’,
and men tee off the ‘even holes’. Play continues using alternate shots until hole is
completed. Total strokes of the 2 partners, minus their handicaps,
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Field Day Trop hie s

Lon g Drive - Ladies

Lon g Drive – Men

Do n at e d : In 1 9 3 3

Ag greg ate Drives – Ladies
Do n a t e d : In 1 987

Do n a t e d : In 1 9 5 1

Ag greg at e Drives – Men
Do n a t e d : In 1 987
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Pitch & Pu tt – Ladies

Pitch & Pu tt – Men

Donated: In 1977

Donated: In 1926

Note: These Trophies were donated in 1987 by the Parent Division.
Some were used earlier for other competitions. Dates shown depict
those dates.

The “ Ball & C h ai n ” Barr C u p
Donated: In 1959 by Capt.& Mrs. Barr.
Rules of Play: Competition by married couples only. 18 hole, 2-ball, alternate
shot, until hole is completed, using 1/2 combined handicap. Team must alternate
tee shots. Ties will be broken by retrogression.
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The “ Od d s & Sod s ” Stacey Trop hy
Donated: in 1986 by Elizabeth Stacey in memory of her husband. She was the
sister of Les Beaton a well known member.
Rules of Play: Same as the ‘Ball & Chain’, with competition by couples who are
not married to each other.
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Millenni u m Trop h y -

Donated: In 2000 by Mr. Eric Aire to welcome in the new century.
Rules of play: Teams consisting of 2 men & 2 women using the ‘Texas Scramble’
format.
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Note
This plaque
has been missing/lost
since 2007

T H E “ ME N vs. W O M E N ” PL A Q U E
Donated:
Rules of Play: 18 hole competition between the men and women divisions using
match play. Men give the women an added 5 strokes plus the difference in
handicaps. Captains must play each other. All other players will have handicaps
matched as close as possible. In case of am tie the 2 captains play sudden death.
Scoring:1 point to the person winning the most holes on the front 9, another1
point for the person winning the most holes on the back 9, and another1 point
for the person winning the most holes overall, totaling 3 points.
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Nor m Willia m s Me m orial
Donated: In 1984 by Ethel Williams in memory of her husband a favorite club
member.
Rules of play: Nine hole, a best- ball (a revised Scotch 2-ball) competition.
Everyone drives on every hole, then use the best ball as chosen, and continue
alternate shot from that location until hole is completed, using ¼ combined
handicap. Ties will be broken by retrogression.
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Barr Trop h y

Donated: by Captain Barr in 1968 in memory of Mrs. Barr.

Rules of Play: 18 hole, 2-ball, alternate shot, until hole is completed, using 1/2
combined handicap. Team must alternate tee shots. Ties will be broken by
retrogression. Champions to play together the following year in defense of their
title.
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Winter Mixer
Donated: In 1971
Rules of Play: A 9 hole, revised Stableford, par competition. Team consisting of 1
man and 1 woman. Each partner plays own ball, scoring points playing to his or
her own par, according to their handicaps. Partners add their point together on
each hole. Highest point total wins. Scoring: 5 pts for a Hole-in-one, 4 pts for an
Eagle, 3 pts for a Birdie, 2 pts for a Par, and 1 pt. for a Bogie. Ties are broken by
the number of points won on the last three holes. If needed go back 4 holes, then
5 holes, etc. Handicaps to be rounded up to the next full number. ( i.e. 11 ½ goes
up to 12). Champions to play together the following year in defense of their title.
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INT E R – CL U B

MIX E D E V E N T

J. J. W H I T E INT E R CL U B TR O P H Y
Donated: In 1929 by Mr. J. J. White.
Rules of Play: This is an 18 hole event played between Ardmore and Gulf Island
golf clubs. Each Club submits a team of 12 players, six ladies & six men. Play is
stroke play on team combined handicaps. The winning club is determined by
adding together the best 4 low net Ladies scores and the best 4 low net Men's
scores. In the event of a tie, all six scores are used.
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‘Men’s Division’ Events

C A P T A I N ’ S C U P (SP RI N G C U P )

Donated: In 1928.

Rules of Play: Stroke play with current handicaps at time of play over two 18hole rounds as scheduled. Weekend players are urged to complete their rounds
on Wednesday but, if unable, should be played on the preceding Sunday. Ties to
be broken by an 18-hole playoff within seven days of the completion of the second
round of the tournament at a mutually agreed date, excepting Wednesday.
Should competitors still be tied after this round a winner will be decided by
playing off hole by hole (RCGA Rules of Golf, Rule 33-6 and Appendix I, Section
11)
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G. W . du TE M P L E

ME M O R I A L T R O P H Y

Donated: In 1964 by the duTemple family in memory of Mr. George duTemple.

Rules of Play: Player must have a valid Men’s Club handicap (minimum of 5 recorded
scores). Two-man team, best ball, net score. The lowest score (best ball) is the team’s
score for each hole. One 18-hole round as scheduled. Choose your own partner but there
can be no more than five strokes between team members. Names of each team are to be
submitted to the Club Captain one week prior to the tournament. Handicaps of each team
are averaged based on current handicaps. If the average calculates to a half-fraction round
up to next whole number. Ties will be broken by matching cards (RCGA Rules of Golf,
Appendix I, Section 11).
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GAMBL E CUP
Donated: In 1901
Rules of Play: Match play with current handicaps at time of play. This
competition is open to a maximum of 64 members and will be played over the
Spring/Summer period. After the first match draw the players that fall out of this
round will be placed in the second flight. Both A and B flights will play out their
matches by the specified dates from May to August at a mutually agreed date, but
no later than 14 days between matches, excepting Wednesday. Should
competitors be unable to agree to a mutually acceptable date to complete their
match within the 14 day time frame, the winner will be decided by coin toss (Note
2). If, during the playoff between the winners of Flights A and B, the player from
Flight A wins, the championship is decided. If the player from Flight B wins, a
second match must be played which will then decide the winner. Playoff rounds
are to be completed within 14 days of the completion of play of both flights, but at
a mutually agreed date, excepting Wednesdays. All ties to be played off hole by
hole until one side wins (RCGA Rules of Golf, Rule 33-6, and Appendix I, Section
11).
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MID S U M M E R ME D A L
Donated: In 1969
Rules of Play: Match play with current handicaps and played over four 18-hole
rounds as scheduled. Ties to be broken by extra holes. (RCGA Rules of Golf 33-6
and Appendix I, Section 11)
In the event that all matches do not get completed in the scheduled four weeks,
final matches shall be played on mutually agreed dates, same as in the Gamble
Cup. Weekend players are welcome to compete. They will play one another on the
weekend preceding the scheduled Wednesday matches, until one player is left
undefeated. That player will then be slotted in to the Wednesday groupings and
will have to arrange times to play. For members who do not wish to play in this
event and for those knocked out, Wednesday play will be regular golf. In order to
award weekly prizes for low gross, low net, putts, and to have rounds count
towards the Average Low Gross, Average Low Net, Putting Championship, and
Points Race, all holes must be fully played out, and all strokes recorded. For the
Match results, a player may concede a hole, or “give” his opponent a putt, but
cannot pick up the ball until it is holed out.
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CL U B C H A M P I O N S H I P TR O P H Y
Donated: In 1929 by Mr. A. G. Fredricks
Rules of Play: Power carts may be used in all flights. Stroke play only over 54
holes as scheduled. This competition is open to the top grouping of players whose
handicaps approximate the lowest one-third of the members, and who have
played a minimum of one-half of the scheduled Men’s Club tournaments.
Weekend members are required to play this tournament on Wednesday only. Ties
will be broken by an 18-hole playoff within seven days of the completion of the
third round as scheduled by the Executive Committee. Should competitors still be
tied after this round a winner will be decided by playing off hole by hole (RCGA
Rules of Golf Rule 33-6 and Appendix I, Section 11).
As this cup has the most significance to the club some additional history has
been included.
From the earliest time on record, being 1929, the Championship had always been
under the guidance of the ‘Parent Division’. The Club Championship and Steward
Trophy were played on the same day, Saturday or Sunday, for 3 consecutive
weeks. Competition was to be Medal Play. Low gross wins the Championship,
Low net wins the Steward Cup.
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In 1979 the 1st Men’s Division was formed. In a vote it was moved and passed that
the Club Championship would continue to be played as previously, under the
guidance of the Parent Division.
In 1980 it was voted in to modify the Club Championship, wherein, it was to be
played over 3 weekends, separate from the Steward Cup, which is to be played as
a 36 hole tournament, 2 -18 hole rounds over 2 consecutive weekends at the same
time as the club championship.
In 1984 a new trophy was added necessitating a new format of play. The ‘Beaton
Trophy’ was donated by Mr. Don Beaton in memory of his father Les, to be used
for a new ‘C’ Flight in the competition.
New format as follows;
Qualifying Round – all players to qualify, gross scores to be used to
set up flights. There are to be 3 flights, break down as follows:
‘A’ Flight (Championship) – 4 lowest gross scores, plus all ties
qualify
‘B’ Flight (Steward Cup) – next 8 lowest gross scores, plus all ties,
‘C’ Flight (Beaton Trophy) – balance of entries.
Each Flight to play 3 rounds in addition to qualifying round to complete the
tournament using the Medal Play format.
Championship Flight to be on the gross score only, no handicap. ‘B’+’C’ Flights to
be on net score, gross score less handicap.
All rounds are to be played between dates posted for each round.
‘B’+’C’ Flights are to use up to date handicaps, which are frozen after the first
round, and are to be used for all 3 rounds.
Rules – the standard rules of Golf and Course Rules shall apply to all 3 flights.
In 1986 a vote was taken, moved and passed, that the club championship be
played as ‘Match Play’ format, rather than medal play, starting after the
qualifying round.
And finally, in 1997 a vote was again taken, moved and passed, that the club
championship be played as ‘Medal Play’ format, the same as it originally started
many years before.
In 2002 a new trophy was added. The ‘Archie McCulloch Memorial’. The winner
of this trophy will be determined from the lowest net score achieved by the
competitors playing in all 3 venues.
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That is how the Championship has been played up to the present day, 2009.

STEWARD CUP

Donated: In 1960 by Mr. Arthur Steward.

Rules of Play: To be used as the “Handicap Championship Cup”. Stroke play
with handicaps frozen over 54 holes. This competition will run concurrent with
the championship flight and is open to those players whose handicaps
approximate the middle grouping of the members, and who have played a
minimum of one-half of the Men’s Club tournaments. Weekend members are
required to play this tournament on Wednesday only. Ties will be broken by an
18-hole playoff within seven days of the completion of the third round as
scheduled by the Executive Committee. Should a tie continue to exist after this
round the winner will be determined by playing off hole by hole (RCGA Rules of
Golf, Rule 33-6 and Appendix I, Section 11). First cup winner was Mr. Sutherland
in 1960
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BEATON TROPHY

Donated: In 1984 by Don Beaton in memory of his father Mr. Les Beaton.

Rules of Play: Trophy is to be used for the ‘C’ Flight of the Club Championship.
Stroke play with handicaps frozen over 54 holes. This competition will run
concurrent with the championship flight and is open to those members whose
handicaps approximate the third highest handicap grouping of the members, and
who have played a minimum of one-half of the Men’s Club tournaments.
Weekend members are required to play this tournament on Wednesday only. Ties
will be broken by an 18-hole playoff within seven days of the completion of the
third round as scheduled by the Executive Committee. Should a tie continue to
exist after this round the winner will be determined by playing off hole by hole
(RCGA Rules of Golf, Rule 33-6 and Appendix I, Section 11).
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Mc C U L L O C H ME M O R I A L N E T C H A M P I O N TR O P H Y

:

Donated: In 2002

Rules of Play: To be played in conjunction with the Club Championship, the
Steward Cup, the Beaton Trophy. The winner of this trophy will be determined
from the lowest net score achieved by the competitors playing in all 3 venues.
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FA L L C U P

Donated: In 1945 by Mrs. G. A. Wilson
Rules of Play: Stroke play with current handicaps at time of play. Two 18-hole
rounds as scheduled. Best net score will determine the winner. Ties will be
broken by an 18 hole playoff within seven days of completion of the second
round. Should competitors still be tied after this round a winner will be decided
by playing off hole by hole (RCGA Rules of Golf, Rule 33-6 and Appendix I,
Section 11)
Weekend players are urged to complete their rounds on the preceding Sunday but
no later than the following Sunday.
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CA P E BRE T O N TR O P H Y

Donated: In 1999 by Mr. D. Payne. (Note: The trophy was made by the crew of
H.M.C.S. Cape Breton, and was originally a Labatt Beer curling trophy
Rules of Play: Stroke play with current handicaps at time of play. Two 18-hole
rounds as scheduled. Best net score will determine the winner. Ties will be
broken by an 18 hole playoff within seven days of completion of the second
round. Should competitors still be tied after this round a winner will be decided
by playing off hole by hole (RCGA Rules of Golf, Rule 33-6 and Appendix I,
Section 11) Weekend players are urged to complete their rounds on the preceding
Sunday but no later than the following Sunday.
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JO H N PL A N T C H A L L E N G E

Donated: In 2003 to replace the button match trophies which are no longer
played for.

Rules of Play: Two man Teams, (starting handicaps within 5 strokes) Round
Robin Format, to be played from April 15 to Sept 15. Each team will play
opponent teams twice, once match play, once stroke play, using the average team
handicap at time of play. Matches are to be played in 18 straight holes (no 2 nine
hole matches, Exception to the Nine Hole men’s Club.) Team Handicaps cannot
go above a 5 point spread. If so, higher handicap player must go down to a 5 point
spread. Two points for a win, one point for a tie. Two dollar entry fee per person.
Contestants are eligible to play in next years Green & Hay tournament.
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ROB BUTLERMEMORIAL
Donated: In 2006 by the Men's Division. Originally just called the Putting
Championship trophy, renamed in 2009 following the death of Mr. Rob Butler,
who loved this competition and often "played for putts".
Rules of Play: Best Putter Trophy: To be awarded to the player with the lowest
putts per hole average throughout the season. Players must record putts for each
hole on Men’s Day. Results will be tabulated an winner announced at season’s
end. Only those members who have completed two-thirds of the Men’s Club
regularly scheduled tournaments/competitions are eligible to compete for this
award.
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SEASONSPOINTSCHAMPION
Donated: In 2007 by Tom Collett

Rules of Play: A Points Race, affectionately called the FED-UP cup (as in the PGA
Fed-ex cup), with points awarded weekly based on net scores. Players are ranked,
and points awarded. Ties will split the points. At the end of the year cash prizes
will be awarded to the top two total points winners.
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WINTERECLECTIC
Donated: In 1997

Rules of Play: Match Play with current handicaps (until frozen) for the duration
of the tournament. The winner will be determined from the highest number of
points earned (Win: 2 points/Tie: 1 point/Loss: 0); the winner of the Winter
Eclectic will be determined from the Low Net scores in the respective handicap
categories of 0-20 and 21 plus. The player with the overall Low Gross score in the
Winter Eclectic will be awarded the Winter Low Gross Trophy. Ties for low gross
and low net scores will be broken by one 18-hole play off. All games are based on
18 consecutive holes and must be played with another Men’s Club member only.
Should play be halted due to inclement weather and/or darkness, and at least
nine holes have been played, the remaining nine holes must be played within ten
days providing another 18 holes have not been played in between. If the second
nine holes cannot be played within the ten-day period, the round must be played
over. When Temporary Holes are in play, scores on these holes are not to be
counted for the Eclectic
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A. H. D O N N A L D P E R P E T U A L C U P
(Winter Ro u n d Ro bi n)
Donated: In 1960
Rules of Play: This is a ‘Match Play’ competition with current handicaps. 2 Points
are awarded to the player winning the most number holes. In the event of a tie
both players receive 1 point.
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M U D D E R F O U R CL U B
Donated: In 2008, and hand crafted by Mr. C. Turner
Rules of Play: Played using Three clubs and a putter only, stroke play.
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G R E E N & H A Y TR O P H Y

Donated: In 1955

Rules of Play: The format and dates of play will be set by the John Plant
Challenge coordinators. The format is usually stroke play with current handicaps
at time of play over two 18-hole rounds. This competition is open only to those
members who participated in the John Plant challenge matches. Rounds are to be
played outside of the scheduled Men’s Day on mutually agreed dates. Entrants
may play their two rounds on any given day, but must declare to their playing
partner(s) , before teeing off, that this will be a Green & Hay round.
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CAP TI A N S TR O P H Y
Donated: In 2009, and hand crafted by Mr. C. Turner
Rules of Play: This trophy is competed for by the current men's division
executive, and other players who formerly served on the Club Executive.
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M O S T IMP R O V E D PL A Y E R PL A Q U E

Donated: In 1996 by Mr. Murray Matheson

Rules of Play: The player with the highest improvement factor over the season
will receive the most improved golfer award (RCGA Handicap Manual, Appendix
H) . Only those members who have completed two-thirds of the Men’s Club
regularly scheduled tournaments/competitions are eligible to compete for this
award.
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AVE R A G E LO W G R O S S & LO W NET TR O P H Y

Donated: In 1984 BY Mr. Joe Flint
Rules of Play: For the best Low Gross + Low Net scoring average throughout the year on Men’s
Days. Only those members having completed two-thirds of the Men’s Club regularly

scheduled tournaments/competitions are eligible to compete for this award.
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Bron z e B utt o n Plaq u e

Silver B utt o n Plaq u e

SIL V E R A N D B R O N Z E B U T T O N MA T C H E S
Donated: Buttons originally in 1930. New plaques (with buttons inserted) in
2002.
NOTE: In 2007, competition is suspended. Replaced by the John Plant
Challenge.
Former Rules of Play: 2 levels of play – The Silver Buttons: handicap of 0 – 18.
The Bronze Buttons: handicap of 19 – and over. Competitions are played in 2
man teams, played in Match Play format. Holes are won or lost using the lowest
score on each hole from each team. All players play off the lowest handicap player
in the match. Competitions are played by challenges. A match must be played
within 3 weeks of challenge. If not, buttons are forfeited to the challengers. If
challengers do not play they are dropped to the bottom of the list. If there are a
lot of challenges the time frame for playing may be reduced as determined by the
club captain. Players must be within the handicap range of the button being
played for. When a button holders handicap increases or decreases into the other
handicap range, he must forfeit his button to the club championship. His partner
may get another partner, but must play a match, and win, to get the button.
When a challengers handicap increases or decreases, he must drop out of the
challenge list. His partner may pick another partner, and maintain his position
on the challenge board.
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‘ ME N ’ S 9-H O L E DI VI SI O N ’ E V E N T S

9-H O L E C H A M P I O N S H I P

Donated: In 1994

Rules of Play: Stroke play only over 54 holes. Ties will be broken by an 18-hole
playoff within seven days of the completion of the third round as scheduled by
the Executive Committee. Should competitors still be tied after this round a
winner will be decided by playing off hole by hole (RCGA Rules of Golf Rule 33-6
and Appendix I, Section 11).
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G O L D E N NI N E R S T R O P H Y
Donated: In 2005
Rules of Play:
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9 – H O L E AG G R E G A T E LO W NET

Donated: In 1988

Rules of Play: Best low net score accumulated throughout the years play.
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‘LADIES DIVISION’ EVENTS

S P R I N G TR O P H Y
Donated: In 1977
Rules of Play: 18-Hole competition with a Qualifying Round to be stroke play on
handicap. To be followed by three 18-Hole Match play rounds. Draw in
accordance with RCGA Rules of Golf. In the case of a tie another round must be
played, continuing to sudden death if required.
Spring Trophy: Best eight net scores of all players in qualifying round.
Spring Cup: Next eight best net scores.
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SP RI N G CU P – 2

nd

FLI G H T

Donated: In 1977
Rules of Play: 18-Hole competition, with a Qualifying Round to be stroke play on
handicap. To be followed by three 18-Hole Match play rounds. Draw in
accordance with RCGA Rules of Golf. In the case of a tie another round must be
played, continuing to sudden death if required.
Spring Trophy: Best eight net scores of all players in qualifying round.
Spring Cup: Next eight best net scores.
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H A N D I C A P R E D U C T I O N A W A R D PL A Q U E
Donated: In 1993 by Miss Penny Basiuk (duTemple)(to replace the original one
that was retired)

Rules of Play: Must have an established handicap. Must post a minimum of 20
games in the current calendar year. Follows the guidelines of the Provincial
Ladies Golf Association to compute the winner.
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Original H A N D I C A P R E D U C T I O N PL A T E A W A R D
Retired/Re place d in 1 99 3

Donated: In 1976 by the Ardmore Golf Course

Rules of Play: Replaced in 1993. Part of the Ardmore Archives.
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N S G C LA DI E S CL U B TR O P H Y
Donated: In 1928 by Mr.’ J. J. White
Rules of Play: This Trophy is no longer played for. Part of the archives
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ST E W A R D B O W L
Donated: In 1965
Rules of Play: This is the Winter Round Robin award. To be played as 9-hole
match play games during the off season. Scoring: plus for a win; minus for a loss;
zero for a tie. At the end points are totaled: two points for a win; one point for a
tie. In case of a tie the player with the most pluses wins, if still tied an additional
round is played, continuing to sudden death if required.
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D u T e m p l e Me m orial (2-BA L L BE S T- BA L L) C u p

Donated: In 1964 by the duTemple family in memory of Mr. George duTemple.

Rules of Play: 18-hole medal play, using the 2 ball format. Each player plays own
game, but records best score on each hole from the partnership. Total the score
and deduct one-half the lower handicap. Low net score wins. In case of a tie
another full round is played, continuing to sudden death if required.
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LA DI E S C H A M P I O N S H I P
Donated: In 1939 by the Ardmore Golf Club
Rules of Play: This is an 18-hole medal play format competition. Players must
have played in five Tuesday morning Ladies Day games or other designated
Ladies Division events. There is no qualifying round. Members are placed in
flights based on handicap factors at start of play. The eight players with the
lowest factors play the Championship Flight. Remaining players are divided
equally between Silver and Bronze Flights. All three flights will play a total of
three consecutive 18-hole rounds using gross scores. In case of a tie for winner or
runner-up, another full round is played, continuing to sudden death if required.
National Award for Club Championship “Net Winner” (C.L.G.A.) – This is a
Nationally sponsored pin presented to the lowest aggregate of the three net
scores in all three flights of the Club Championship. If the low net winner is also
the low gross winner she is entitled to this pin. In the case of ‘Match Play’ format,
the low net score of the qualifying round is used.
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CHAMPI O N S HI P 2

nd

FLI G H T (Silver)

Donated: In 1970

Rules of Play: This is an 18-hole medal play format competition. Players must
have played in five Tuesday morning Ladies Day games or other designated
Ladies Division events. There is no qualifying round. Members are placed in
flights based on handicap factors at start of play. The eight players with the
lowest factors play the Championship Flight. Remaining players are divided
equally between Silver and Bronze Flights. All three flights will play a total of
three consecutive 18-hole rounds using gross scores. In case of a tie for winner or
runner-up, another full round is played, continuing to sudden death if required.
National Award for Club Championship “Net Winner” (C.L.G.A.) This is a
Nationally sponsored pin presented to the lowest aggregate of the three net
scores in all three flights of the Club Championship. If the low net winner is also
the low gross winner she is entitled to this pin. In the case of ‘Match Play’ format,
the low net score of the qualifying round is used.
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CL U B C H A M P I O N S H I P – 3rd FLI G H T (Bron z e)
Donated: In 1973 by Isobel and Len Valentine.

Rules of Play: This is an 18-hole medal play format competition. Players must
have played in five Tuesday morning Ladies Day games or other designated
Ladies Division events. No qualifying round. Members placed in flights based on
handicap factors at start of play. The eight players with the lowest factors play the
Championship Flight. Remaining players are divided equally between Silver and
Bronze Flights. All three flights will play a total of three consecutive 18-hole
rounds using gross scores. In case of a tie for winner or runner-up, another full
round is played, continuing to sudden death if required.
National Award for Club Championship “Net Winner” (C.L.G.A.) – This is a
Nationally sponsored pin presented to the lowest aggregate of the three net
scores in all three flights of the Club Championship. If the low net winner is also
the low gross winner she is entitled to this pin. In the case of ‘Match Play’ format,
the low net score of the qualifying round is used.
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VA L E N T I N E R O S E B O W L
Donated: In 1991 by Isabel Valentine in memory of her husband Len.
Rules of Play: To replace the Margaret Rose Trophy. Play to remain using the
original format. An 18-hole medal play (stroke play) format. Players record 5
rounds of play, best three rounds are tabulated. Best net score wins. In case of a
tie for winner or runner-up, another full round is played, continuing to sudden
death if required.
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MU T U A L A U T O S A L E S
Donated: In 1939
Rules of Play: Used for the Par Competition. Played in conjunction with C.L.G.A.
games, using five rounds during the year, plus a play-off. 18-hole, stroke play,
using full handicap to calculate par for each hole to determine scoring. That being
a (+), (-), or (0) for that hole. E.g. A players par on a hole (using the handicap)
is 6, she scores a 5 giving her a (+), if she scores 6 she gets a (0), if she scores 7
she gets a (-). Rounds are tabulated and plus and minuses totaled. If a player
has 7 pluses and 5 minuses, the result is Plus 2(+2). Each Par day the players
with the three best scores are listed on a chart, regardless that they may already
be listed. When five rounds are completed the players listed are eligible to
compete in the Par playoff. In case of a tie another full round is played,
continuing to sudden death if required.
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EMIL Y Y O U N G (LO W N E T) A W A R D

Donated: In 1964 2001.
Rules of Play: This award goes to the player having the lowest net average in
competitions played throughout the season, determined by calculating the total
number of individual rounds played and averaging it among the number of
players taking part. This figure is used as the minimum number of rounds for a
member to be eligible for the award. Individual averages are then determined
with the lowest net winning.
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J. J. WHITE CUP
Donated: In 1929 by Mr. and Mrs. J.J. White to the North Saanich Golf Club.
Rules of Play: Competition is medal (Stroke) play on handicap, with two 18-hoole
round on consecutive Tuesdays. The two net scores are added with low net
winning. In case of a tie another full round is played, continuing to sudden death
if required.
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LA DI E S P U T T I N G A W A R D
Donated: In 1999 by Mrs. Jean Streeter

Rules of Play: Award to be presented to the best putter throughout the golf
season on Ladies Day play. Played in conjunction with the five Valentine Rose
Bowl games. Best three games of five, lowest total of putts.
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A D D I TI O N A L C O M P E T I T I O N S

Dorthy Olive Franklin Tournement
A Provincial 18-hole tournament played at the club level on a regular Ladies Day.
Established to honor the memory of Dorthy Franklin, a highly regarded member
from Point Grey Golf Club in Vancouver, serving many years on the BC and
Canadian Executive Boards. Tournament is combined with any stroke play
competition normally schedule in the month of June.
Participation is voluntary and played are to pay a minimal entry fee, with funds
going to the Zone for Junior Girls Golf Programs and to assist with Junior Team’s
travel.
At Club Level winning and runner-up players with Low Net scores are awarded
balls. Scores submitted to the Zone are eligible to be the Provincial winner.

Eclectic Competitions
These are 9-hole competitions where 18-hole players may use score from both
nine rounds. Only rounds played with regular Tuesday morning draw may be
used.
Players are divided into two handicap groups at the Captain discretion. Members
record their best scores for each hole during stipulated time period. When final
core are entered, the eclectic committee total the scores to determine the Low
Gross of each player, then subtracts one-quarter the handicap to determine the
Low Net. At the end of each competition gross and net prizes are awarded.

Captain vs. Secretary Competition
A fun Team Competition using Match Play format on handicap. Players draw
from two sets of buttons (one color for the Captain and the other for the
secretary), or by assigning numbers as names are drawn (odds and evens), or any
other method at the discretion of the Captain.
Player winning the most holes in the first nine receives 1 point, in the second nine
1 point, plus over the 18 holes gets I point. Ties get one-half point each. Team
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with the most points win. No prizes awarded. Winning team players buy their
opponents a small treat, such as coffee, a chocolate bar, or a bag of tees.

Pender Island vs. Ardmore Interclub
First play in 1979. A plaque was purchased in 1984 with the cost shared by both
clubs. Clubs arrange dates yearly, one game at Pender and one game at Ardmore.
Effective 1994, only eight players from each club take part. Players should be the
same for both matches.
It is an 18-hole, stroke play competition, on handicap. Eight Net scores from each
Cub, at both visits are recorded. Team with the lowest score wins the plaque.
Individual Low Gross, and Low Net winners, and the player with least putts are
awarded prizes.
When there are more entries than required the team is selected using the eight
best Net scores from a previous Tuesday game.

Cowichan vs. Ardmore Interclub
First played in 1952. Clubs arrange dates yearly, one game at Cowichan and one
game at Ardmore. Players should be available for both matches. Eight players
from each club take part. Ladies with similar handicaps compete against each
other.
This is an 18-hole, best-ball Match play competition, on handicaps. In each
foursome two players from each club play as a team using the best Net score to
determine the winner of each hole. Strokes are taken from the lowest handicap of
the foursome. Winning team of each hole is awarded one point for their club
while a tie counts as one-half point for each team. Points are totaled over the two
matches to determine the overall winning club.
There is no trophy, cup, or prizes for this competition.
When there are more entries than required the team is selected using the eight
best Net scores from a previous Tuesday game.
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Audrey Benn Button Matches
Two Silver Buttons were donated in 1995 by Mrs. Audrey Benn, a Club Member.
Competition to be 18-hole Match play to be ongoing year round. The Buttons are
held by the current winners until challenged and lost.
Players choose a partner and challenge the button holders. There should no more
Than seven strokes difference in handicaps between teams. Strokes given are
calculated by totaling each team’s handicap and taking the difference of the
totals.
e.g.,

Team ‘A’
Hdcp 20
Hdcp 38
58

Team ‘B’
Hdcp 28
Hdcp 36
64

(Team ‘A’ gives Team ‘B’ six strokes.)
Each player plays own game. After each hole, strokes of each tam are totaled and
adjusted by strokes given under handicaps, to determine the low score and
winner of the hole (+,-,0). The pair with most pluses wins the match. Losing pair
wishing to re-challenge must find new partners or wait until another pair has
challenged and played. Matches tie after 18 hole are decided by sudden death.
Winners and challengers names are entered on the designated list on the bulletin
board. Date of challenge should be recorded, and must be game completed within
one week. Challenged Button holders must comply with the challenge within two
weeks they forfeit the buttons. If challengers cannot comply they must remove
their names allowing new challengers to sign up. If a button holder will be absent
for a period longer than two weeks she must surrender the button and her
partner can take a new partner.
If while holding the Buttons, handicaps of the Button Holders change, they must
continue play through matches using their current handicaps, even when their
handicap difference become less than the specifies seven strokes.
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Fu n G a m e s
Big Five
18-hole Competition – Handicaps – Stroke Play
Points Given For:
1 point for reaching green I “regulation” – i.e.
1 stroke on par 3
2 strokes on par 4
3 strokes on par 5
2 points for 1 putt
3 points for holing-in from off the green
4 points for holing-in from sand trap
5 points for hole-in-one.
All ties honored with a prize

Honey Pot
18 Hole Competition using handicaps as follows:
If handicap is 28, subtract 18 from 28, leaving 10 – this means the player would
be allowed two strokes on 10 holes and one stroke on remaining holes. If
handicap is more than 36, they would receive three strokes on the appropriate
holes and two on every other hole.
Points:

1 for bogey
2 for par
3 for birdie
4 for eagle
5 for hole-in-one
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All ties honored with a prize
Criers Tournament
Following 18 holes of stroke play, competitors change the score o each of their
four worst holes to pars before adding their scores. These holes can be four
overall or two from each nine at the discretion of the Captain. A when scores are
totaled, deduct handicap and the player with the lowest net score is the winner. If
playing a nine hole competition, change the scores on two holes only and deduct
one half of the handicap.
Name Your Score
Nine-Hole or 18-Hole Competition at the Captain’s discretion.
Before commencing play each competitor advises the captain of what gross score
they predict they will shoot. The winner is the player whose score is closest to
their prediction.

Fairways and Greens
Nine or eighteen-hole competition at the Captain’s discretion.
Players receive one point each time that their tee shot comes to rest on the closely
mown portion of the fairway, except on par threes. On the par threes there are no
points for coming to rest on the fairway but the player receives two points if their
tee shot comes to rest on the green.
The winner is the player receiving the highest number of points.

Half & Half
18-hole competition
First nine holes, player uses total putts.
Second nine holes, player uses strokes minus ½ handicap.
Add total putts and the second nine score – this determines the final score.
Low score wins.
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Tombstone (Flag) Competition
18-hole Competition.
Each player is given a small flag or wooden stake on which she writes her name
and the total of par plus her handicap strokes. When the player has used that
number of strokes she “plants” her flag where the ball rests. If in a hazard or o a
green, the flag should be planted at the edge. The player whose flag is the furthest
advanced is declared the winner. If after completing 18 holes, players still have
strokes remaining, to break the tie they may begin a second round, proceeding
until all of their strokes are used. Alternately the Captain may determine the
winner(s) according to the number of unused strokes after 18 holes.
(Committee beware: You will have to retrieve all the flags!!)

Hidden Hole
18-hole stroke play.
The Captain asks a non-player, usually someone from the Pro Shop, to put two
numbers in an envelope, one for the first nine holes and one for the second nine
holes.
Everyone draws and plays their own game. After the game, the Captain or ViceCaptain opens the envelope. The players subtract the score of the hidden holes
from their score and deduct their handicap.

Throw Out Two
Following 18 holes of stroke play, competitors throw out the scores on their two
worst holes before adding the scores. These holes can be two overall or one from
each nine at the discretion of the Captain. When scores are totaled, deduct the
handicap and the player with the lowest net score is the winner. A nine-hole
competition is played as “Throw Out One” with a deduction of one half the
handicap.
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T. and F. Fun Competition
18 Hole Competition
Circle holes that start with “T” and “F”, numbering as First, Second, Third etc.
Total all circled holes and deduct handicap.
Tie Break at the discretion of Captain.

Yellow Ball
Team of four players. Each team is given a yellow ball as the Team Ball.
Before commencing play, teams will decide by lot, such as tossing tees, the order
in which they will play for the team (#1, 2, 3 or 4), keeping this order throughout .
If playing in a threesome, the order of play should be changed for the second
nine.
Players each play their own game but, in the order decided upon, will take turns
using the yellow ball instead of their own ball on that particular hole and their
score on that hole will be the Team score. (On each hole it will be someone’s turn
to use the yellow ball.) If the yellow ball is lost, another clearly marked ball
should be substituted. Teams losing the yellow ball will have two penalty strokes
added to their team score at the end of play.
To determine the team handicap, total individual handicaps and average. Since
the handicaps are averaged this game also can be played with threesomes or even
twosomes. If only playing nine holes use one-half of the team handicap.
Golf balls will be awarded to the team with the lowest net score plus individual
low gross and low net.

Scramble
N.B. This format established by Ladies Club
Nine Hole Competition, Teams of four.
Each player drives. Players decide which of the drives they wish to use and a
marker is placed on that spot. The other team members then pick up their balls
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and hit from the marked spot. A player cannot hit two consecutive shots until
they reach the green. All four players may putt. (Similar to a four-ball-onesome)
Each person’s drive must be used two times. One hole is optional a any time and
any of the players drives may be used for this optional hole.
Total the four handicaps and divide by four for net score.
Threesome:
When there are three players in a group, each members drive will be used three
times and each member will hit the ball every stroke. Handicaps will be totaled
and divided by three.

Four-Ball Best-Ball
Eighteen hole stoke play, team competition.
Participants are divided into two handicap divisions using two from each division
to make up the foursomes. Players each play their own game applying individual
full handicaps. **
The low net score on each hole is used as the team score. Team with the lowest
net is the winner.
**To figure out the player’s par (how many strokes they receive on each hole),
subtract 18 from their handicap. This gives the number of holes on which they
receive 2 strokes. On the balance of the holes they receive one stroke.
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A R C H I V E D TR O P H I E S

MARGARET ROSE PLATE

Pitch and Putt Cup

Donated: In 1951 Played for 1951-53
1945 to 1977
Rules of Play: Unknown. Ardmore Archive.
Ardmore Archive.

Donated: In 1945 (played for
Rules of Play: Unknown.

`

LINHGA PUTTING AWARD
BALL BEST- BALL)

duTemple Memorial (2-

Donated: In 1977
Rules of Play: Information missing!
The Ladies LINHGA folded with the

Donated: by the du Temples in
Memory of George du Temple
Rules of Play: 9 hole medal play,
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field day at Ardmore in September 2008.

using the 2 ball format.

LADIES NINE - HOLE DIVISION EVENTS
NOTE: The nine hole ladies have folded as of 2002, there are not enough ladies
to compete. Trophy history is minimal. Shown for archive purposes.

9 – H O L E CL U B C H A M P I O N S H I P
Donated: In 1940. Note: This cup was the original 18 hole Championship Cup
played for in 1940 & 41. Play discontinued until 1962 when it was again on the
fixture list. Discontinued in 2002.
Rules of Play: Unknown
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MA R G R E T E R O S E ME M O R I A L TR O P H Y
Donated: In 1951,
Rules of Play: Discontinued in 2002

J. S. BI R C H TR O P H Y
Donated: In 1930
Rules of Play: Unknown. Discontinued in 2002
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9 – H O L E S P R I N G PL A T E

Donated: In 1962
Rules of Play: Unknown. Discontinued in 2002.
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CLUB PLAQUES & AWARD OF RECOGNITION

Plaque Recognizing Past Presidents
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Honorary Life Members
Plaque

This plaque recognizes members having received a lifetime membership award
given by the duTemple family in recognition of long time membership and/or
contributions in the way of assistance to the golf club.
This is a tradition that was started by Mr. George DuTemple many years ago.
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JOHNIE WALKER Hole- in–One PLAQUES

ARDMORE Hole- in–One
Plaque

BILL TOLLER (Aces for Cancer)
Hole-in-One Plaque
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Men’s Championship
Plague

Ladies Championship &
Runner Up Plaques
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